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Biological processes are inherently very complex and involve many unknown relation-

ships and mechanisms at different scales. Despite many efforts, one still cannot explain

all the observed phenomena nor, if necessary, make any desirable changes in the dynam-

ics. Recently, it has become apparent that the opportunity lies in complementing the

traditional, heuristic experimental approach with mathematical modelling and computer

simulations. Achieving a simulation scale that corresponds for instance to clinically de-

tectable tumour sizes is still a huge challenge, however it is necessary to understand

and control complex biological processes. In this thesis we present a novel large scale

parallel computational model allowing 3-D simulations of cell colonies growing and in-

teracting with variable environment in previously unavailable tissue scale. The cells are

modeled as individuals located in the lattice-free 3-D space. The model incorporates

cellular environment modelled in a continuous manner, mathematical description based

on partial differential equations is formulated for selected important components of the

environment. Discrete and continuous formulations are efficiently coupled in one model

and allow considerations on different scales: sub-cellular, cellular and tissue scale. High

parallel scalability achieved allows simulation of up to 109 individual cells. This large

scale computational approach allows for simulations to be carried out over realistic spa-

tial scales up to 1cm in size i.e. the tissue scale. For the first time a single model bridges

the gap between intracellular dynamics and the tissue.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Scope of the thesis

Experimental methods alone are very often not sufficient to build a consistent, system-

atic theory capable of describing biological phenomena. Exploring all the complexities

of biological systems may require many experiments to be performed. Moreover, a full

understanding of the governing mechanisms with the use of experimental methods alone

is nearly impossible due to their highly nonlinear nature. One of the tools extensively

used to complement the traditional, experimental approach is mathematical modelling,

which aims at the mathematical representation of biological processes using a variety

of analytical and computational techniques. Such models have proved to be very suc-

cessful in many applications e.g. systems biology, bioinformatics, molecular dynamics,

neurobiology, tissue and cell modelling.

The main objective of this thesis was to set up a methodology and powerful compu-

tational algorithms to address a range of biological phenomena in realistic, clinically

detectable scale. As a result a novel, large scale computational approach was developed

allowing for simulations to be carried out over spatial scales up to 1cm in size (more

than 109 cells) i.e. the tissue scale. For the first time a single model bridges the gap

between intracellular dynamics and the tissue. The proposed computational model is a

general framework for large scale simulations of various biological processes occurring

in cellular colonies, that can be further adapted to simulate particular processes such as

solid tumour growth, biofilm development or vasculogenesis.

The mathematical model presented in this work is multiscale since it couples i) intracel-

lular processes, ii) whole cellular colonies dynamics and iii) cellular environment.
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With respect to i), at the cellular level, the key processes that are modelled are division,

differentiation, apoptosis and interactions between cells. These processes are regulated

by cascades of biochemical reactions called signalling pathways. Regulatory proteins,

whose production is triggered by signalling pathways, initiate or modify the processes

of cell division and death. For instance, the loss of control over cell division is linked to

mutations of genes encoding proteins involved in the regulation of the cell cycle. As a

result of these mutations, intracellular signalling pathways act in an altered way leading

to further pathological changes in the organism (these pathways may become a thera-

peutic goal in the future). In turn, cell differentiation, both normal and pathological,

influences the signalling pathway dynamics, which leads to subsequent changes at the

cellular level. Taking into account the connections of the models at the cellular and

intracellular scale is necessary in order to describe the function of cells.

With respect to ii), processes and dynamics of cellular biosystems are modelled in this

work with individual-based approach. Biological cells are discrete entities and their

precise spatial location within a cell colony has an impact on whether they grow and

divide. They are influenced by signals from other cells, external factors such as nutrient

concentration, stress and of course their own internal signalling pathways. Individual-

based models proved to be very successful in modelling many biological phenomena

related to cellular processes, since they analyse spatial and temporal dynamics at the

level of the cell, linking individual behaviour with the macroscopic one. Individual-

based approach provides scope to include different cell types, intracellular structures

and processes and the spatial location of individual cells. Moreover, just like actual

biological cells, each computational cell can have a stochastic nature.

Individual-based models can be lattice-based or lattice-free. Lattice-free models however,

being more biologically realistic (since the cells are not constrained by a pre-defined

underlying grid), are much more computationally expensive. The model presented in

this work is of the lattice-free type and enables simulations to be carried out in 3-D.

With respect to iii), the cellular environment is modelled by continuous approach. Math-

ematical equations are formulated to describe external chemical fields and temperature.

This is a multiscale modelling approach which is usually called hybrid since discrete and

continuous descriptions are used to model biological phenomena at different scales. In

such modelling approach, it is necessary to precisely define the coupling between scales.

In addition, the computational methods used to solve discrete and continuous models

are significantly different, and those differences are even more exposed in the case of the

parallel computational approach.

Although mathematical modelling in biology led to the development of many computer

simulation tools, none of these tools is capable of simulating cellular systems on the
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clinically detectable scale. We believe that modelling complex and multiscale biological

processes that involve many unknown relations and mechanisms on such scales requires

the development of high performance computational (HPC) tools. It is especially im-

portant for biological systems in which the properties of individual cells considered at

extremely high resolutions can influence the dynamics and geometry of a large popu-

lation of cells. The increasing need for accuracy has led to the development of highly

complex models in the field of mathematical biology. However, most of the published

models focus on theoretical modelling issues so to speak, neglecting the computational

implementation corresponding to the real scale of the problem. In many cases, the cor-

rectness and usefulness of these models is assessed on the basis of only smaller example

problems, due to high computational complexity. In this work, we do the opposite,

i.e. we place the emphasis on the efficient implementation of the generic lattice-free

individual-based model of cell colony dynamics rather than modelling particular biolog-

ical processes. The ongoing research will be carried out on HPC systems. The computer

code was developed and optimized on emerging HPC architectures and can be used

to simulate biological processes on previously unachievable scales. The computational

methodology described in this work, thanks to its wide and universal formulation and

HPC approach, can be used in further development of existing mathematical models

and their successful transition to higher, realistic scale. In fact, in our work we present

examples of applications of our approach in simulations of phenomena such as tumour

growth [1, 2].

1.2 Outline of the thesis

In Chapter 2, we present mathematical modelling background of the thesis. We cover

the most important modelling approaches: continuum-level modelling in Section 2.1,

discrete-level modelling in Section 2.2 and finally the hybrid modelling in Section 2.3.

The state of the art in High Performance Computing is presented in Chapter 3. We dis-

cuss current technology trends in Section 3.1 and describe the most important software

challenges in Section 3.2.

In Chapter 4 we formulate our generic mathematical model of cellular biosystems. We

describe the cellular system model in Section 4.1, the continuous global fields model in

Section 4.2 and interior cell dynamics model in Section 4.3.

Main results of this thesis are presented in Chapter 5. Computational methods are

covered in details in Section 5.1, with additional supplementary materials attached as

two appendices A and B. Performance measurements of the resulting implementation

together with usage details are presented in Section 5.2. Finally, in Section 5.3 we dis-

cuss how results of simulations can be analysed and visualized.
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In Chapter 6 we present a number of reference applications of the model, especially those

related to solid tumour growth modelling.

We finish the thesis in Chapter 7 by formulating conclusions and discussing very inter-

esting future project.



Chapter 2

Mathematical Modelling

Background

In recent years, modern biology and medicine have undergone (and are still undergoing)

a genuine change from a descriptive, data-poor science to a data-rich, law-like behaviour

science. At the same time, mathematical modelling has also a tremendous impact on our

understanding of complex biological systems and became a very important complement

to the traditional, heuristic experimental approach.

Mathematical modelling in biology (i.e. mathematical biology) aims at the mathemati-

cal representation of biological processes, using a variety of applied mathematical tech-

niques. Assumptions on the mathematical nature of complex biological processes can

be used to verify and understand the dynamics of those processes and their relationship

with identified parameters. Such an approach is especially valuable when appropriate

computational implementations of mathematical models and their results obtained by

computer simulations are compared with experimental results. Further analysis may lead

to coupled modelling where experiments and computer simulations refine and improve

themselves by providing a feedback. Moreover mathematical modelling may involve spe-

cific aspects and phenomena that are not possible to be carried out during experiments

in laboratories. As a result a completely new understanding of biological mechanisms

may be formulated.

Mathematical modelling in biology is a highly interdisciplinary research procedure.

Building a mathematical model which closely describes and simulates biological processes

requires cooperation of a number of experts from different research fields: mathematics,

biology, medicine, physics and computer science. In particular, the design and validation

of models based on quantitative experimental data, designing new experiments, finding

new mathematical methods allowing for an appropriate description of the process and

5
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its analysis and, finally, numerical simulation and optimization of treatment requires

the cooperation of specialists in various fields. Progress in overcoming these barriers

is already noticeable, the use of mathematical models in oncology is slowly becoming

recognized as a research tool.

It is beyond the scope of this work to provide a detailed overview of mathematical models

used in biology. However, in this chapter we briefly describe three most important

approaches, namely: continuum, discrete and hybrid modelling. To put our work in

appropriate context, the emphasis here will be placed on the most recent mathamatical

models, their applications and highest achievable computing scale.

A very comprehensive overview of the multiscale modelling of biological systems is pre-

sented in [3]. Various models developed especially for the case of tumour growth are

also described in [4].

2.1 Continuum-level modelling

Continuum methods are one of the most important modelling approaches at tissue scale.

These methods are derived from principles of continuum mechanics to describe tissue

components as continuous fields by means of differential equations. One of the first

models of this type was presented by Greenspan in the mid-70’s [5, 6]. This classical

work introduced the model based on ordinary and partial differential equations describ-

ing development of cell cultures and growth of solid tumours. Recent models are usually

based on a set of reaction-diffusion equations which describe the cell density [7, 8] and

the cellular environment [9–12]. Depending on the specific biological phenomena mod-

elling of the environment might include the following components: extracellular matrix,

matrix-degrading enzymes, nutrients, oxygen or temperature. Among a variety of math-

ematical formulations used in continuum modelling of biological processes it is especially

worth mentioning those based on level-set methods [13] and the multiphase approach

[14].

The continuum modelling approach proved to be very useful in the modelling of the

general tumour growth process [15–17]. Some models of this type take into account

the heterogeneity of the tissue [18, 19], which is known to have a crucial impact on

the processes of tumour development. Especially hypoxic microenvironment has been

modelled in the number of papers resulting in a necrotic core occurring inside tumour

mass [16, 20]. Hypoxic tumour cells induce new blood vessels to develop from existing

vascular network in the lack of nutrients and oxygen. This process is known as tumour-

induced angiogenesis and has been modelled in the number of continuous approaches,
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including the classical work by Balding and McElwain [21]. In some works, blood vessels

are modelled by continuous equations describing vascular densities rather than vessel

morphology [22, 23]. In other approaches vessels are represented as discrete line segments

or continuous curves [24].

One of the main drawbacks of continuum modelling is the inability of controlling indi-

vidual cell properties. Going down to the scale of a single cell is sometimes necessary

when modelling certain biological phenomena (e.g. cancer which starts with mutations

in one cell or a small group of cells). On the other hand model parameters in the con-

tinuum approach seem to be easier to obtain and control compared to the discrete case.

Additionally there exist a number of fast numerical solvers which can be easily adapted

to solve corresponding mathematical systems.

2.2 Discrete-level modelling

In recent years many individual-based models to study spatiotemporal dynamics of cel-

lular biosystems have been developed. In this approach, individual cells are explicitly

modelled and their individual properties are constantly updated according to a set of

biophysical rules. Two main classes of discrete, or individual-based, models can be

distinguished: lattice-based (cellular automata) and lattice-free. Further classification

depends mainly on how a single cell, its shape, size and interactions are modelled. A

very comprehensive overview of individual-based models was given by Drasdo et al. in

[25]. Here we will list the most outstanding individual-based modelling approaches.

Cellular automaton models are still one of the most popular approaches used in math-

ematical biology studies. Cells are represented by discrete points assigned to lattice

nodes. Very often variations in cell size and shape are not considered. However, cells

can change their location in the lattice e.g. in the presence of a nutrient field (chemotac-

tic movement). The main advantage of these algorithms is that they are relatively easy

to implement due to their simplicity. Cellular automaton models have been extensively

used in simulations of many aspects of tumour growth such as avascular tumour growth

[26, 27], brain tumour growth [28], tumour invasion [29] and tumour angiogenesis [30].

Dormann and Deutsch [31] developed a lattice-gas cellular automaton model for sim-

ulations of avascular tumour spheroids. In this modelling approach, so called velocity

channels are associated with each node of the lattice. Channels specify direction and

velocity magnitude. Multiple channels per lattice node are allowed and therefore in

lattice-gas models multiple cells can occupy a single lattice point. Lattice-gas cellular
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automaton model was recently used by Hatzikirou et al. to describe the glioma cell

invasion process [32] as well as general interaction laws in cell populations [33, 34].

In the Glazier-Graner-Hogeweg (GGH) model, which was derived from Cellular Potts

Model, each cell is treated individually and can occupy a finite set of lattice points.

Therefore each cell has a finite volume and a deformable shape. The GGH model has

many applications e.g. Graner and Glazier [35] simulated the cell sorting mechanism,

Stott et al. [36] used the GGH model to simulate the growth of multicellular avas-

cular tumours to the steady state and very recently Poplawski et al. [37] studied the

morphological evolution of 2-D avascular tumours with the GGH model.

In lattice-free models cells are modelled as individual free moving entities and their

position in space is not constrained to lattice nodes. Ramis-Conde et al. [38] developed

a lattice-free model of the cancer cell invasion process. Interactions between cells are

described with the use of potential function which incorporates both attractive and

repulsive forces. This discrete approach was further developed into a hybrid model

where additionally the cellular environment is modelled in a continuous way. Lattice-

free methods are computationally much more complex than standard individual-based

models like cellular automata. Computing interaction between cells usually requires

the identification of neighbours for each cell separately, which is a computationally

demanding task in the case of simulations of colonies with a large number of cells.

A highly detailed modelling approach was recently developed by Rejniak [39, 40], where

each cell is modelled using the so called immersed boundary method. The boundary of

each cell is represented as an elastic membrane. Adhesion forces are modelled as discrete

linear springs between such realistic-shape cells. The model can also take into account

external nutrient fields and extracellular liquid. It should be noted that this method is

extremely computationally expensive which restricts its usability to case studies consist-

ing of approximately 100 cells. The applications of the cell-immersed boundary method

are, among others, studying of preinvasive intraductal tumours [41], simulations of for-

mation of epithelial acini [42] and growth of avascular tumours [43].

The main advantage of individual-based methods is related to the possibility of translat-

ing detailed biological processes (e.g. cell-cycle phases, cell’s signalling pathways) into

dynamics and the development of cell populations or tissues. The main disadvantage

is the computational cost which increases rapidly with the number of simulated cells.

Lowengrub et al. state that currently individual-based simulations of a 1 mm3 tumour

spheroid consisting of several hundred thousand cells are not feasible due to very high

computational complexity [4].
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2.3 Hybrid modelling

One of the most important classes of models in mathematical biology and a very impor-

tant research direction for the future are hybrid models. Discrete interactions between

biological organisms cannot be captured in detail by the continuum approach and like-

wise global population mechanisms are very difficult to capture by the discrete approach.

New models which address this issue combine discrete and continuum approaches to

study biological phenomena that involve different scales. Tissue is represented as the

sum of discrete cells while components of cellular environment (e.g. nutrients) are rep-

resented as continuum substrates. Hybrid modelling has many advantages over the

traditional approaches since it has potential to combine their best features in a single

model. It is known that this type of modelling has capabilities to simulate biological

phenomena that cannot be captured by discrete and continuum approaches separately.

Hybrid models have been widely used in mathematical oncology, many aspects of tumour

growth such as early avascular tumour growth [44, 45], tumour invasion [38, 46, 47],or

tumour angiogenesis [24, 48, 49].

Anderson in [50] showed that by using special microenvironmental properties and mu-

tation algorithms within a hybrid model it is possible to prove that the dynamics of

tumour invasion is directly correlated with the microenvironment in which the tumour

grows. This result has important clinical implications.

It is possible to include some intracellular kinetics into each individual cell in hybrid

approach. This is the main advantage of the hybrid over pure continuum approaches.

Intracellular dynamics can be described with systems of ordinary differential equations

(ODEs) and therefore the whole model can gain a genuine multiscale character. First

work, where authors describe intracellular dynamics of proteins involved in regulation

of adhesion can be found in [51]. A hybrid model can also include the consideration of

fibres of the extracellular matrix. It is particularly important in case of solid tumour

growth, cancer invasion and cellular motility phenomena. Preliminary works on this

topic can be found in [52].

One of the biggest disadvantages of hybrid modelling is its very high computational

complexity. For instance, studying a milimeter-sized tumour spheroid with classical

hybrid approach requires a system with approximately 106 discrete cells. This is far

beyond computational capabilities of currently known models. There are basically two

ways to overcome this issue. First, some assumptions of the model can be simplified.

Lowengrub et al. [4] list few examples of novel hybrid modelling where the tumour

itself is described using both continuum and discrete approaches. For instance, Kim

et al. [44] presented a hybrid model where only the so-called proliferating tumour
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rim was modelled by the discrete approach. On the other hand, the problem of high

computational complexity of hybrid models can be addressed by selecting appropriate

algorithms and by efficient implementation on high performance computing systems.

This is the approach presented in this work.



Chapter 3

High Performance Computing:

state of the art

Nowadays High Performance Computing (HPC) is one of the key forces driving the

development of computational sciences and allowing to address the most challenging

problems of science, engineering and industry. The continuing need for the even more

detailed description of phenomena around us and increasing scale of mathematical mod-

els require the use of high-performance computers and tools and development of scalable

algorithms and applications. This is particularly important in the case of scientific disci-

plines where ”time-to-solution” is a key parameter. This includes time-critical decision

making, real-time information processing, but also applications related to personalized

medicine where a specific treatment or operation is to be planned based on the compu-

tational result.

We constantly observe very important breakthroughs both in computational sciences

and supercomputer technologies. Especially, over the last 20 years, there has been a

great progress in the field of software and algorithmic solutions in the field of HPC.

A very good example are scientific libraries that implement the latest developments in

the field of parallel algorithms for solving systems of linear algebraic equations which

currently present high scalability on few hundreds of thousands of computer cores [53].

Although the progress in various fields was very valuable, a great deal of productivity

has also been lost due to the lack of joint planning, coordination and proper integration

of software solutions with the latest technology. While computing systems are becoming

more and more complex, the efficient utilization of their theoretical peak performance by

scientific computing is becoming more and more difficult. The largest supercomputers

are currently built upon millions of cores and are very often equipped with additional

hardware accelerators (e.g. Graphics Processing Units). As a result, there is a very

11
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narrow group of applications that can use the power of entire systems efficiently, with

the most outstanding achievements in the category of high peak performance of real

world applications being awarded every year by ACM Gordon Bell Prize [54]. Many

of today’s analyses and reports highlight that a significant development in the field of

algorithms, programming languages and models as well as software solutions is yet to

come in order to support the unprecedented technological aspects of the future exascale

systems [55].

There is a very important and clear distinction between capability and capacity com-

puting. The largest supercomputers based on emerging computer architectures aim

primarily at capability computing, which can be thought of as using maximum CPU

and memory resources jointly coupled with a high performance interconnect to solve

a single extremely complex problem. Examples include scientific applications in the

field of earth sciences, e.g. weather forecasting, where supercomputers are used to solve

large scale problems in the shortest amount of time that no other computer is able to

achieve. On the other hand, capacity computing is usually described as using a lot of

cost-effective computational nodes to solve many smaller computational problems e.g.

problems which can be solved with the use of a single computing node. Grid environ-

ments, which were very common in recent years, are best examples of capacity computing

approaches. For the rest of this work, the term HPC will be used only in the context of

capability computing.

The impact of modern HPC solutions is not only about making the same old computer

codes and applications run faster. Much greater impact is in making completely new

discoveries possible. One of the main objectives of this work was to enable simulations

in the field of mathematical biology on previously unavailable scale through the use

of novel HPC algorithms, solutions and technology. This chapter aims to present the

main challenges of conducting computations on an extremely large scale. We describe

current state and future predictions of HPC with special emphasis on technology and

programmability. We identify the most important constraints that need to be put on an

application in order to achieve high sustained performance on current peta- and future

exascale systems. Based on these observations we have made appropriate decisions on

the algorithmic and implementation approach used in this work.

3.1 Technology trends and their impact

Latest trends in the development of HPC are best shown by the ranking and comprehen-

sive analysis available within the Top500.org [56], the biggest resource of historical and

current knowledge of HPC technology. The list is published twice a year (in June and
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November) since 1993 and gathers computers ranked by their performance on the Lin-

pack Benchmark [57]. The list of awarded computing systems on the Top500.org can be

easily analysed by grouping resources based on e.g. processor architecture, interconnect

design, operating system or geographical location. In this section, we briefly describe the

most important technological aspects of modern HPC technologies and current trends in

their development. Our analysis is based on one of the latest Top500.org list published

in November 2013. It should be noted that the Top500.org ranking changes very dynam-

ically. The number 500 computing system in the list of November, 2013 was ranked as

no. 363 in the previous edition of the ranking (June, 2013). The evolution of technology

is also very dynamic, especially in the top ten of the list.

The Linpack Benchmark produces a single value - the average number of double pre-

cision floating point operations per second of computations, the measure of computer

performance denoted by Flop/s. Currently, the largest supercomputers in the world

have the theoretical peak performance of tens of peta Flop/s (or PFlop/s), where 1

PFlop/s = 1015 Flop/s. As petascale systems are currently deployed in many research

centres and academia, the supercomputing world is getting prepared for the next level

of performance: the exascale systems. Exascale will be very hard to achieve. Although

the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has already announced a goal of building an

exascale system in 2018, the number of technological challenges that need to be faced is

still very high. Research centres and computer vendors all around the world have formed

many consortia and projects to address the most urgent issues of this development, for

example the International Exascale Software Project [55]. Predictions have been made

for future technology of exascale systems and among other recognized parameters of

those systems the most critical ones are the following:

• number of cores in the range of 100 million to 1 billion,

• clock rates limited to the range of 1 − 2 GHz in order to meet energy efficiency

requirements,

• highly multicore and multithreaded processors and hundreds of cores per die,

• hierarchical memory with capacity reaching 128 petabytes,

• hardware-supported thread context switching,

• enhanced fault tolerance allowing for dynamical reconfigurations of partitions,

• active power management to reduce the power consumption of currently unused

cores,

• hardware supported synchronization mechanisms.
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The exascale will be also very hard to achieve without a significant breakthrough in

power consumption. One of the U.S. DOE studies [58] developed a strawman for an

exascale system to be available in 2015. Among many important drawbacks the system

designed in this study would have a power consumption close to 70 megawatts which

might be available only in few national computer centres worldwide.

Multicore and multithreading

Since the early 1970s, we believed that the increase in capacity of microprocessors is

following the legendary Moore’s Law, which stated that the number of transistors that

can be placed on an integrated circuit increases exponentially, doubling approximately

every two years. For decades the clock rates of computer microprocessors were getting

higher and higher. Computer scientists and enthusiasts created a number of Moore’s

Law variants. Some of them were addressing memory or the speed of the interconnect.

Figure 3.1 shows a nice correlation between the world fastest known CPUs and the

Moore’s Law over the last decades.

It is expected that Moore’s Law scaling in the number of transistors will continue only

untill the end of the next decade and will be mainly related to the decrease in transistor

size. However, as transistor sizes are getting smaller and smaller, laws of physics seem to

dominate over the many years of Moore’s Law theory and practice. The main reason for

the change is related to the end of the so called ”Dennard scaling”. Dennard in 1974 [60]

first described the effect that as transistors got smaller and smaller the power density

was constant. In other words, simplifying this observation, if the size of the transistor

has been reduced twice, the power it used was reduced four times. Unfortunately this is

no longer valid due to the static power losses which increased rapidly and are threatening

the so called thermal runaway.

Modern HPC systems introduce parallelism on the chip level and rely on multicore and

multithreaded architectures. According to the latest Top500.org statistics more than

75% of the list is occupied by systems which are built upon processor architectures with

more than 6 cores per socket and this trend will continue. The most modern chips from

IBM (Power8), Intel (Haswell) and AMD (Warsaw) are built of up to 12, 18 and 16

cores respectively. It is predicted that future exascale systems will be based on highly

multicore processor architectures with hundreds of cores per socket. Another significant

trend is associated with the introduction of support for additional hardware threads

within a single computer core. This is particularly important in the case of the IBM

Power Architecture family. Both Power7 and PowerA2 processors introduce a 4-way

simultaneous multithreading mechanism (SMT) which allows four threads to execute
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Figure 3.1: Plot of CPU transistor counts against dates of introduction. Logarithmic
scale is used. Line represents the transistor count growth as given by the Moore’a law.

(author: Wgsimon, license: CC-BY-SA 3.0) [59].

simultaneously on the same core. In fact, as we have shown in our previous work [61]

[62] chosen applications and algorithms may benefit from using SMT mechanisms.

Hardware accelerators and heterogeneous architectures

There is a growing number of novel computer architectures based on modern co-processors

or hardware accelerators, e.g. general purpose Graphical Processing Units (GPUs).

Many HPC specialists claim that supercomputer architectures will have to be com-

pletely redesigned to enter the exascale era and that accelerator-based systems are one

of the approaches towards it.

Approximately 10% of all computing systems on the latest Top500.org list are accelerator-

or co-processor-based, with four such systems being in the top ten. The market share

is consumed mainly by two major manufacturers, NVIDIA and Intel. One of the most
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recent products from NVIDIA - Tesla K40, provides an impressive peak double precision

floating point performance of approximately 1.43 TFlop/s, which is beyond the reach of

general purpose CPU architectures. However, such high performance comes at a price -

the Tesla K40 GPU is built upon 2880 CUDA cores which introduces an additional level

of massive parallelism within the computational nodes.

Another novel accelerator architecture is the Many Integrated Core (MIC) architecture

introduced by Intel in 2010. Its current implementation, known as Intel Xeon Phi, has

already been introduced in a few supercomputing sites, especially in the Top500.org

number 1 system - Tianhe-2, which has 48,000 of MIC chips. The most powerful version

of the Intel Xeon Phi is built of 61 compute cores with approximately 1.24 GHz clock

speed. It supports up to 244 execution threads and has a theoretical performance of 1.2

Tflop/s.

Currently the most important bottleneck of accelerator-based technologies is related

to low bandwidth between the accelerator’s local memory and the main memory of the

system. As a result, systems based on such devices present very small measured vs. peak

performance ratios on the level of approximately 50%. One of the proposed solutions to

this problem is to integrate, to the maximum possible extent, the accelerator chip with

the main CPU and RAM memory of the node. Such solutions have already shown to

be very promising in the case of the Cell architecture introduced in 2008 by IBM [63].

The RoadRunner supercomputer based on the PowerXCell8i architecture (a revised Cell

processor variant with increased double precision performance) presented a rather high

rate of 76% of theoretical peak performance achieved with the Linpack Benchmark. The

Cell architecture was also a very significant attempt to address the problem of growing

power consumption of HPC systems. Systems based on this architecture have been

repeatedly ranked among the most energy efficient HPC systems within the Green500.org

list [64] [65]. The Cell architecture is also an example of a promising hardware design

that did not survive the test of time and did not have its successor. Among other

things, this was related to the fact that the development of new and porting of existing

software solutions for the Cell architecture was extremely complex. Programming tools

and languages did not keep up with the revolutionary changes in the design of computer

processors. Although the usefulness of such architectures for scientific computing has

been shown in several cases [66] [67] [68] [69], deep development both in technology and

programmability of such systems is yet to come.
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Massive parallelism

General purpose CPUs and hardware accelerators are the basic building blocks of to-

day’s supercomputers. In modern HPC systems, the computational nodes are typically

equipped with two to four processors, which in summary gives a rather high number

of cores per node. Each of such computing nodes, depending on the design of the sys-

tem, could be additionally equipped with an hardware accelerator. Currently the largest

supercomputer in the world, the Tianhe-2 system installed at the National Supercom-

puter Center in Guangzhou (China), is built upon 16,000 computing nodes. Each node

comprises two Intel Ivy Bridge Xeon processors and three Intel Xeon Phi accelerators,

which sums up to 195 x86 cores within a node and 3.1 million computing cores in the

whole system. This unprecedented high number of cores and heterogeneity of the sys-

tem is extremely hard to use in an efficient way with the use of current computational

algorithms, tools, programming languages and models.

It should be also noted that the heterogeneity is not necessary to build a petascale class

supercomputer. The number 3 system on the Top500.org list is the Sequoia supercom-

puter based on the IBM Blue Gene/Q architecture [70]. The system is based on the

PowerA2 processor which has 16+1 cores, with one core dedicated to operating system

services and 16 cores intended for computations. The Sequoia system has more than 1.5

million cores and more than 20 PFlop/s of theoretical peak performance.

High performance interconnect mechanisms

The interconnectivity of computational nodes is an extremely important factor determin-

ing the scalability of scientific applications and algorithms at high scales. The statistics

of the latest Top500.org list indicate that the most powerful systems are mainly based

on the high speed custom interconnect or the high speed infiniband network (approxi-

mately 72% of the performance share in total). It is worth mentioning that the custom

interconnect, which is mainly produced by companies like Cray, IBM or Fujitsu, is very

often based on the torus network topology (3-D, 5-D or even 6-D). Other technologies

like Gigabit or 10 Gigabit Ethernet are still very popular, but their practical use in scien-

tific computing is significantly limited. More than 98% of Ethernet-based computers on

the latest Top500.org list have been declared as industry segment systems. All of these

systems are based on the Linux operating system and x86 architecture and represent

rather simple cluster solutions dedicated to capacity computing.
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3.2 Software challenges at extreme scales

Complex hardware design of current petascale systems and predictions for the technol-

ogy evolution in the future exascale era have a significant impact on the development

of completely new programming models and parallel paradigms for HPC. Without a

fundamental change in many areas, existing software solutions will not be able to fully

exploit the power of computational systems and in consequence provide an appropriate

scale for the exploration of the greatest challenges of computational sciences. In this

chapter we list the most important software challenges that need to be overcome as

well as the few solutions that are already used with success on current large scale HPC

systems.

Hybrid programming models

As the number of computational cores in HPC systems is continuously growing, pro-

gramming techniques which expose the hierarchical structure of those systems are be-

coming more and more important. The mixed Message Passing Interface (MPI) [71] and

OpenMP [72] programming model has become a technology standard and is a recom-

mended parallel programming model for many of the leading HPC platforms including

Cray XT and IBM Blue Gene families. Such an approach allows to greatly reduce the

number of MPI processes involved in the calculations. This is known to be very impor-

tant at extreme scales due to the difficulties in performing synchronization and collective

communication between the large number of MPI processes [73]. Moreover, the usage

of hardware threads support mechanisms like SMT is much more natural and efficient

when a multithreading programming model is used within the computational node [74].

Introduction of accelerators and co-processors has also an important impact on the

programmability and productivity. Applications developed for this type of architec-

tures typically use vendor libraries (e.g. CUDA) to offload chosen compute-intensive

algorithms on the accelerator. This produces another level of parallelism for the pro-

gramming model and requires a significant amount of work for the programmer. During

the last three years, new solutions that aim to create a common programming language

for different types of accelerators have been proposed and developed. Among them, the

most promising projects are the OpenCL [75] and OpenACC [76] initiatives.

Regardless of the chosen programming model, developing new applications for current

heterogeneous computing systems is still very complex. A good practice is to design

your application so that the most compute-intensive algorithms are located in separate

modules. These modules should have a very simple form, so that it would be rather
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simple to rewrite them in any novel programming paradigm. On the other hand, the

MPI library is still the first choice for implementation of communication schemes between

nodes. The MPI standard is still developing and in its current version (v3.0) it addresses

many aspects previously identified as bottlenecks for computations on extremely large

numbers of cores.

Fault tollerance

The fault tolerance mechanisms are currently one of the major issues in HPC since it is

anticipated that exascale systems will experience various kinds of faults many times per

day. Failure rates reported today for large scale IBM Blue Gene/P installations are of the

order of 0.001 failures per year per socket. Those measurements projected for much larger

systems consisting of millions of sockets yields socket failure rates on the order of minutes.

Since future HPC systems will be based on a number of such unreliable components, it

will be extremely difficult to control and increase their reliability. This problem must be

also addressed by operating systems, tools, libraries and even by scientific applications.

In particular, the use of efficient and optimized checkpoint/restart mechanisms, which

today is considered a good practice, will soon become absolutely necessary.

Novel algorithms

Exascale capability cannot be achieved without a significant redesign of operating sys-

tems, libraries, tools and most importantly software and computational algorithms

[77][78]. Current software approaches as well as a large number of parallel algorithms

will be inadequate in enabling future applications on exascale systems. For the very

first time we will experience a technology evolution, which will require all algorithmic

approached to be readdressed. First of all computational models must be redesigned

to expose the locality and reduce the amount of communication. Especially extreme

scalability requires the amount of synchronization between processes and implicit or

explicit barriers to be reduced. Surprisingly the communication (i.e. on- and off-chip

communication, inter-node communication) is the main source of energy consumption in

large scale systems. On the other hand reducing communication is often seen as a code

performance tuning issue but it should be considered as part of the algorithm design.

Good examples of research on communication-specific algorithms are [79], [80] and [81].
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Novel programming languages

Future algorithms and software will have to be tightly integrated with hardware through

a rich set of hardware Application Programming Interfaces (e.g. to address the prob-

lem of resilience). Moreover computer systems will incorporate hardware accelerators

alongside standard computational cores and algorithms will have to address the issue

of the bottleneck introduced by the data transfer crossing the accelerator boundaries.

This will result in prohibitively large costs of programmability. Therefore a significant

development of computational languages and tools is highly desired. This issue was ad-

dressed by the DARPA High Productivity Computing Systems (HPCS) programme [82]

launched in 2002 to offer funding for industry and academia to research the development

of computing systems which focus on high productivity along with high performance.

As a result a few completely new programming paradigms (e.g. Chapel, Fortress, X10)

were designed [83].



Chapter 4

The Framework: Generic Model

of Cellular Biosystems

4.1 Cellular System

Like many other physical phenomena, also biological processes can be simulated with

the use of discrete representation based on interacting objects located in 3-D space. In

particular individual-based lattice-based models are one of the most extensively used

modelling tools [31]. Much more accurate lattice-free systems are considered to be too

computationally expensive to handle even the basic biological properties and dynamics

of cells in higher scales. However thanks to continuous development and enhancement of

high performance computing it becomes possible to address the complexity and dynamics

of very large biological colonies with the use of lattice-free models. In this section we

present the main assumptions of our lattice-free model used to describe cellular colonies

and their dynamics.

Cell description

We consider cells as free objects that reside in three-dimensional space. The number of

cells in the model is referred to as NC. Each cell ci position is described by its Cartesian

coordinates (xci , yci , zci). Each cell size and shape is described by a sphere centred at

(xci , yci , zci) with radius rci . Both the position and size of a cell can change in time. We

assume that everywhere in time all cells are located inside a 3-D box defined by their

left-bottom-near point (xmin, ymin, zmin) and right-top-far point (xmax, ymax, zmax). If

during simulation the cell is moved outside defined 3-D box as a result of force field

computations, it is removed from the system and not considered in further computations.

21
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Cells interact with each other. For every cell ci its maximum intercellular interaction

distance is defined by a neighbourhood sphere Bεci(ci) centred on (xci , yci , zci) with a

radius of εci.

Cell cycle and mitosis

The growth of a population of cells is based on the growth and division of individual

cells. In order to proliferate, a cell must undergo an ordered series of reactions that

allow for the duplication of its contents and finally the splitting into two new daughter

cells. These processes of duplication and division are called, collectively, the cell division

cycle (or simply the cell cycle), see Fig. 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of the eukaryotic cell cycle.

The eukaryotic cell cycle is divided into four phases: M-phase, when the actual division

of the cell occurs, G1-phase, which is a phase of cell growth that occurs after the end of

the division, and prior to DNA duplication, S-phase, when nuclear DNA is duplicated,

and G2-phase, when a cell completes preparation for cell division (see Fig. 4.2).

The G1-phase allows additional time for a cell to grow and to monitor its environment.

If conditions are particularly unfavourable, instead of entering S-phase a cell can enter

a resting state - G0-phase, where it remains until conditions improve and it continues

the cell cycle. The first cell cycle checkpoint, so called G1/S checkpoint, is located at

the end of the G1-phase, when a cell takes a decisive step to either enter S-phase and to

initiate DNA duplication, or to undergo apoptosis (i.e. to die).

During G2-phase the synthesis of proteins needed to carry out cell division occurs. This

also provides a safety gap, allowing the cell to ensure that DNA duplication is completed

before mitosis [84]. The second checkpoint, so called G2/M checkpoint, is located in the
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Figure 4.2: Sequence of events leading to cell division. Decision points: ”Sufficient
room for growth”, ”Growth phase completed” and ”Ready for DNA synthesis” corre-
sponds to the G1/S checkpoint, decision point ”G2 checkpoint passed” corresponds to
the G2/M checkpoint. Decision Point ”New space available” corresponds to the cell

decision whether it can re-enter the G1 phase.
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G2-phase. Passing through this checkpoint, a cell decides whether it is ready to enter

M-phase and if not it undergoes apoptosis. During M-phase, at first, the cell’s nucleus

divides into two (a process known as mitosis) and later the whole cell splits into two (a

process known as cytokinesis).

Figure 4.3: Figures showing in detail the process of mitosis in two given cells (indi-
cated by a yellow frame) each dividing into two daughter cells in a cellular colony.

We assume that during cytokinesis the parent cell ci of radius rci splits into two daugh-

ter cells of radius 1
3√2
rci (symmetric division), chosen to preserve mass conservation.

Daughter cells are located at a distance of
rci
2 from the center of the parent cell in a

randomly chosen direction (see Fig. 4.3). At any time, each cell of the model can be

in one of the different states: G1-phase, S-phase, G2-phase, M-phase or G0-phase. The

exact length of each cell cycle phase for a respective cell is taken randomly from the

interval [T · (1−V ), T · (1+V )], where T is the average length of the phase, and V is the

variance. Each cell during the simulation has a certain probability Pci of being marked

for programmed cell death (apoptosis) at the nearest checkpoint. The exact value of

Pci depends on the particular cell type, e.g. in the example simulation presented in this

work we assume that tumour cells have down-regulated their apoptotic pathways (i.e.

they do not undergo apoptosis).

Living cells continuously interact with their environment. In our model, at each time

step and regardless of the current cell cycle phase, the cell samples its own environment

and if the conditions are appropriate the cell interact with its environment and continues

its life cycle until the next time step. If the conditions become unfavourable and the

cell is not able to pass through the cell cycle, the cell ceases proliferation and becomes

quiescent. Further deterioration of conditions leads to cell death.
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Cell-cell interaction

The interactions between cells in the system are described by a modified Hertz model

as proposed in [85]. A decreasing distance between the centres of cells results in an

attractive interaction related to adhesive forces. Furthermore, experiments suggest that

cells have only limited compressibility which gives rise to repulsive interaction. The

potential Vcicj between two adjacent cells ci and cj of radii rci and rcj in this model is

a combination of repulsive and attractive forces and is given by:

Vcicj = (rci + rcj − dcicj )
5
2

1

5Ecicj

√
rcircj
rci + rcj︸ ︷︷ ︸

repulsive

+ Acicj︸ ︷︷ ︸
adhesive

The first term of the above formula relates to repulsive interactions modelled with the

Hertz formula. Here dcicj is the distance between two cells and Ecicj is computed with

the use of Young moduli Eci and Ecj and Poisson ratios νci and νcj . The parameter

values of Young moduli for each cell were randomly chosen from the range of 2100±100

Pa in accordance with [86]. The Poisson ratio is assumed to be equal to 0.33 as suggested

in [87].

The second term Acicj of the potential formula relates to the adhesive forces and is given

by:

Acicj = ρmDcicj25kBT,

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, Dcicj is the contact area

between cells ci, cj and ρm is the density of surface adhesion molecules in the contact

zone [88], which we assume is given for a specific cell type.

The potential function value for cell ci is them given by the sum:

Vci =
∑

cj∈Bεci (ci)

Vcicj . (4.1)

Cell movements

The motion Dci of cell ci is based only on the potential function. The aforementioned

formulation of the potential function allows us to model two very important types of cell-

cell interactions. First of all adhesive forces which allow cells to be bound to other cells

or extracellular components of tissue (so called extracellular matrix - ECM). Secondly

repulsive forces which appear when cell cytoskeletons and membranes are significantly

stressed due to attractive forces and the decreasing distance between cells’ centres.
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Cells can change their position after each simulation step. The displacement velocity

vector is computed by deriving the potential function, i.e.:

Dci = −∇Vci .

The other mechanisms which might affect the dynamics of cell colonies (e.g. chemo-

taxis, haptotaxis) are not currently treated within the present model. In the general

case cells will additionally tend to move with respect to gradient of substances in their

environment, see [89] for 2-D example.

4.2 Global Fields

We consider not only the dynamics of the cells themselves, but also its mutual influ-

ence on the environment, modelled in a continuous manner. Therefore, the previously

described discrete model of cellular dynamics is extended with the mathematical de-

scription of the cellular environment. First, we introduce a general equation governing

the external field in the cells’ environment:

∂u

∂t
= Du∇2u− λu+ f − g. (4.2)

Here u(x, t) denotes concentration of the field (e.g. nutrient, oxygen, temperature)

whereas f and g are source and sink/uptake functions of the external field by the indi-

vidual cells. Both functions f and g are calculated based on cell density approximated

at each node of the discretization grid. In this way we obtain a coupling of the discrete

model describing the dynamics of cellular colonies and the continuous model describing

the environment. Implementation details are described in Section 5.1.2.

The above Equation 4.2 is used to model global nutrient and chemical fields e.g. oxygen,

glucose and hydrogen ion similarly as it was presented in works by Gerlee et al. [90] [47].

In such case Equation 4.2 is equipped with fixed value Dirichlet boundary conditions

and initial condition defined by the constant function corresponding to average concen-

tration of a given field in healthy tissue. In the case of the oxygen field we additionally

assume that λ = 0 and f = 0.

For applications related to the hyperthermia treatment we can also model the tempera-

ture global field. In such case we impose different boundary conditions: Robin boundary

conditions on five faces of the cubic domain and fixed value Dirichlet boundary condi-

tions with temperature set to 42 degrees Celsius. As for the initial condition, we set the

initial temperature in the tissue to 36 degrees Celsius. Such a setting corresponds to the
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case where the tissue is heated from one chosen side. Also, in the case of temperature

global field we assume that λ = 0, f = 0 and g = 0. Example results of temperature

field computations are presented in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Example results of temperature global field simulated with specific bound-
ary conditions imposed to model the hyperthermia treatment.

4.3 Interior Cell Dynamics

The key feature of the model is its multiscale character - in addition to modelling indi-

vidual cells we also model certain aspects of their intracellular dynamics. In particular,

the model is constructed in such a way that it allows for the examination of the influence

of intracellular processes on the dynamics of the whole cell population.

The evolution of a cell precisely depends on the expression of genes contained in its

nucleus. In response to changes in the external or internal cellular environment, the

expression of particular genes and consequently protein synthesis changes [91]. Signalling

pathways can be seen as intracellular cascades of biochemical reactions that transmit

molecular signals from receptors on the cellular membrane to the interior of the cell up

to the cell nucleus. Inside the nucleus the signalling pathways influence gene expression

constituting natural regulatory systems that, on one hand, ensure cell resistance to

random changes in its condition (i.e. preserve cell homeostasis), and on the other,

ensure a proper response to external forcing (i.e. a direct response to the environment)

[92]. A schematic diagram of the signalling pathway is shown in Figure 4.5.

In many diseases signalling pathways act in a distorted way, leading to pathological

changes. An example of a disease, which is highly multi-scale by nature is cancer. It
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begins with changes in the genome, resulting in impaired functioning of the signalling

pathways, which in turn is the cause of an impaired processes at the cellular level such

as the processes of proliferation or apoptosis (programmed cell death). This in turn

leads to the formation of structures such as solid tumours that affect functioning of

tissue and organs. Initially in the cells, later in the tissues, organs, and finally they may

may disturb the functioning of the entire body. Therefore influencing the dynamics of

signalling pathways is a promising therapeutic objective.

Figure 4.5: A signaling pathway from a cell surface receptor to the nucleus.

From the modelling point of view, signalling pathways are usually described with use

of large systems of ordinary differential equations (ODE). To solve such systems one

can relatively easily implement for instance the fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm

or use one of many available solvers. However to investigate the mutual influence of

intracellular protein concentrations and cellular colony dynamics one has to combine

the description on intracellular level with the description on cellular one. If the ap-

proach adopted for the description of a cell colony is continuous, i.e. with use of partial

differential equations or integro-differential equations, then the coupling of models at

intracellular and cellular scales causes a lot of difficulties, especially if the intracellular

protein synthesis is dependent on the cell cycle phase. In this context, a hybrid approach
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that allows to assign into each cell its independent model of signalling pathways pro-

vides an ideal solution to this problem and the optimal framework for such multi-scale

modelling (see Figure 4.6).

Figure 4.6: Schematic diagram of multiscale model of cellular interactions. The model
consists of i) intracellular signalling pathway that governs the production and secretion

of signalling molecules (pink dots) ii) cellular individual based model.
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Main Results

5.1 Computational methods

This section presents details of the computational methods that we have used to trans-

late the mathematical model into computer language. Large scale simulations at tissue

scale are both highly memory- and compute-intensive. Therefore the proposed compu-

tational framework was designed to work on novel supercomputing architectures and

parallelized from scratch. Computational algorithms have been carefully selected to

ensure high accuracy on one hand and efficient parallelization and high scalability on

the other. Performance of the resulting computer model was tested in various set-ups,

e.g. for different domain decomposition scenarios. Consecutive steps of implementation,

performance analysis and optimization led us to the development of a highly scalable

simulation environment. Implementation details and basic usage information are also

presented here.

A schematic simulation diagram is presented in Scheme 1. Simulations are made up of

successive iterations, which computational nature will be described next.

5.1.1 Computational methods for cellular system

Domain decomposition

Each iteration of the simulation begins with the domain decomposition step (Step 1,

Scheme 1) which distributes cells across available parallel processes. We have selected

the most appropriate decomposition method based on the analysis of resulting load

balancing. In our simulations we use two dynamical decomposition algorithms inter-

changeably: the Recursive Coordinate Bisection (RCB) method and the Peano-Hilbert

31
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Scheme 1 Computational scheme of the simulation

iter ← 0
while iter ≤ max iter do

Step 1: Perform domain decomposition
Step 2: Build tree
Step 3a: Find exchange regions and initiate data exchange
for all local cells do

Step 4a: Find cell’s neighbours ← local data
Step 5a: Compute potential and density functions ← local data

end for
Step 3b: Wait until data exchange is finished
for all local cells do

Step 4b: Find cell’s neighbours ← remote data
Step 5b: Compute potential and density functions ← remote data

end for
Step 6: Interpolate cells to global fields grid
Step 7: Compute global fields
Step 8: Interpolate global fields to cells
for all local cells do

Step 9: Update cells’ cycle
Step 10: Compute forces and move cells to their new positions

end for
Step 11: Output results and statistics

end while

Space Filling Curves (HSFC) method. Both decomposition mechanisms are particularly

useful in the case of systems of free moving objects.

One of the most important features of both methods is that decomposition domains

assigned to parallel processes are topologically connected. The amount of communication

between adjacent processes is thereby minimized and most of the calculations can be

performed independently. Data exchange regions, which are also borders of domain

parts assigned to different processes, are illustrated in Figure 5.1.

Nearest neighbours searching and potential function

Computations of interactions between lattice-free cells are very complex and time con-

suming since for each cell all of its neighbour cells need to be determined. However there

exist a number of methods developed especially for so called many- or N-body problems,

where the physical phenomena are described by objects in 3-D space interacting with

each other [93]. Mathematically, the N-body problem can be formulated as follows:

V (pi) =
∑
j

F (pi, pj) (5.1)
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Figure 5.1: Halo exchange areas shown with colours in a 2-D simulation of a cellular
colony on 256 parallel MPI processes. Local cells of each process are denoted by a
navy blue colour. The colours of halo exchange cells has been randomly chosen for each

process.

where V (pi) is a physical quantity at object (or cell) pi which is obtained by summing the

pairwise interactions F (pi, pj). Examples include the gravitational forces and relations

among the stars in a galaxy [94] [95] or the Coulomb forces exerted by the atoms in

a molecule [96]. As can be seen, Equation 4.1 which is the formula for computing the

potential function Vci for a given cell ci by summing the pairwise bonding forces between

cells is a special case of the above Equation 5.1.

In Appendix A the most popular and appropriate methods for solving the N-body prob-

lems are described. All of those methods were developed for physical phenomena where

each of the objects interacts not only with its direct neighbours (short-range interactions)

but also with particles that are distant (long-range interactions). As it was described

in Subsection 4.1 our model assumes only a finite neighbourhood defined by a sphere

around the center of each cell. In this formulation most of the computational methods

developed for N-body problems can be modified to capture only short-range interactions

between cells. Furthermore methods which deal mostly with the long-range forces ap-

proximation, like the Particle-Mesh algorithm [93], are inadequate. Here we describe

the tree-based algorithm developed to compute the potential function on the considered

domain. We present and discuss the performance comparison of the original algorithm

with two other methods.
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The Barnes-Hut algorithm (see Appendix A) is most often used for models which involve

force computations defined by the laws of physics and dependent on the individual parti-

cles’ masses. In the general case it is assumed that force calculations for a given physical

object are the result of summarized interactions with all other objects in the system.

There is a class of algorithms in which long-range forces are numerically approximated

and not computed directly, for instance the Barnes-Hut algorithm belongs to this class.

In the case of the N-body problem described in this work, long-range interactions can be

ignored since the potential of each cell ci depends only on interactions with neighbours

contained in the cell’s finite neighbourhood Bεci(ci). This observation is the basis of the

Reduced Octree method that we propose in this section. In the following formulation

of the algorithm we use the term cells instead of objects in order to refer to specific

application of the method.

Figure 5.2: Example of a quadtree generated for 64 randomly distributed cells on 2-D
plane. Tree structures generated during real 3-D simulations are much more complex.

The very first step of our method is the octree construction algorithm very similar to the

one proposed in Barnes-Hut algorithm (described in Appendix A). Cells are organized

in a tree structure with respect to their position in the 3-D box. The individual sizes

of the cells are omitted in the tree construction step, the tree is constructed based on

the Cartesian coordinates of the cells’ centres. We begin with a cube in the 3-D space

which is a root of the tree and encloses all cells in the simulated tissue. The cube is

divided into eight smaller cubes of 1
8 the area which are called octants. Each octant can

be further broken into eight cubes and so on. Octants are divided repeatedly until they

enclose more than one cell. Therefore, all leaves of the resulting octree enclose only a

single cell. An example quadtree construction in the 2-D case is schematically presented

in Figure 5.2. The main modification implemented in the tree construction step is that

we are using an additional array of pointers in order to keep track of each leaf node
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in the tree and its corresponding cell number. This is easily achieved by modification

to the InsertParticle procedure known from the formulation of Barnes-Hut algorithm.

The resulting BuildOctree and InsertParticle procedures are presented in Scheme 2 and

Scheme 3).

Scheme 2 BuildOctreeNew

1: root = empty node
2: for i = 1→ NC do
3: InsertParticle(i,root)
4: end for
5: Eliminate empty leaves by traversing the tree

Scheme 3 InsertParticleNew(i,n)

1: if n is not a leaf then
2: determine in which child c of node n the particle i resides
3: InsertParticleNew(i,c)
4: else
5: if n is a leaf and is full then
6: add eight childern of node n
7: move particles that were located at n into appropriate child nodes
8: update leaf pointers for each of the moved particles
9: determine in which child c of node n the particle i resides

10: InsertParticleNew(i,c)
11: else
12: if n is a leaf and is not full then
13: store particle i in node n
14: leaf[i] points to the node n
15: end if
16: end if
17: end if

The new structure of the algorithm presented in Scheme 3 with modifications indicated

in the pseudo code (red font) can be used for efficient potential function computations, as

proposed next. The main advantage of having an additional array leaf [i] with pointers

to leaf nodes is that now the potential function can be computed by traversing the

tree in a bottom-up fashion, in contrast to top-down fashion present in the classical

formulation of the octree algorithms. The tree for each cell ci is traversed starting

from the leaf n → leaf [i] in which the cell resides. In each consecutive step we are

examining the neighbourhood of a given cell ci by computing the intersection of its

neighbourhood Bεi(ci)) and the cubes C(s) related to each of siblings s of node n of the

tree. If the intersection is not empty we are opening a new path and performing a top-

down tree traversing on the subtree rooted at the sibling s. This is achieved by calling

the procedure SubtreePotential(i, n). When each of the siblings was examined and all

of its potential function contributions have been computed the bottom-up traversal is
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recursively continued by proceeding to the father f of node n. The whole procedure is

then repeated for n → father. We stop the traversal when we reach the root node or

when the neighbourhood of cell ci is fully a subset of cube C(n). Described method for

computing the potential of cells can be formulated in a form presented in Schemes 4 and

5.

Scheme 4 TreePotential
Procedure TreePotential

for i = 1→ NC do
n = leaf [i]
while 1 do

for each sibling s of node n do
if (C(s) ∩Bεi(ci)) is not empty then

SubtreePotential(i,s)
end if

end for
n = n→ father
if n→ father == NULL then

break
end if
if Bεi(ci) ⊂ C(n) then

break
end if

end while
end for

Scheme 5 SubtreePotential(i,n)

if n is a leaf then
compute bonds F directly
return

end if
for each nonempty child k of node n do

if Bεi(ci) ∩ C(k) = 0 then
continue

end if
if k is a leaf then

compute bonds F directly
else

SubtreePotential(i,k)
end if

end for

We have compared the performance of three algorithms for potential function compu-

tations: the naive Particle-Particle method, the classical Octree method and Reduced

Octree method presented in this work. The measurements were made for two sizes of

cellular colonies with number of cells NC = 220 and NC = 224 on a single processor
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machine. Cell positions were randomly generated. It is obvious that the initial distri-

bution of cells has an impact on the tree structure and therefore might have an impact

on the performance of tree-based algorithms. Therefore, we decided to evaluate the

performance for two different random distributions:

• a uniform distribution generated with the use of the SPRNG library [97],

• and a Gaussian distribution generated with the use of the SPRNG library equipped

with the Box-Muller transform [98].

For both test cases an appropriate neighbourhood radius ε has been chosen. The ε

parameter has influence on the performance of the computational algorithms, values

proposed for benchmarking came from real simulations.

As we can see in Table 5.1 the Particle-Particle method is extremely slow when compared

with tree-based algorithms. Therefore we have skipped the performance measurements

for the bigger test case. The main difference between the classical Octree algorithm and

the Reduced Octree method is the direction of tree traversing. Thanks to bottom-up

traversing introduced in the later one we are able to check whether the cell’s neighbour-

hood is fully enclosed in the currently considered node. That enables us to reduce the

search procedure and consequently the number of collision detections performed on the

cells’ neighbourhood and tree nodes. We have measured two orders of magnitude less

collision detections for the Reduced Octree method for the bigger test case.

Algorithm
NC = 220, ε = 0.05 NC = 224, ε = 0.001

Uniform Box-Muller Uniform Box-Muller

Reduced Octree 2.47s 9.03s 34.13s 39.17s
Classical Octree 5.81s 13.62s 132.42s 145.55s
Particle-Particle 9435.40s 8897.66s N/A N/A

Table 5.1: Performance comparison of three algorithms for different problem sizes
and initial random distributions.

Communication and data exchange

One of the consequences of a parallel implementation of the model is the need for com-

munication and data exchange, since neighbours of boundary cells might be stored on

different processes. As can be seen from Scheme 1, potential and density function com-

putations, which are based on a tree traversing algorithm, are divided into two stages.

Data exchange between processes is initiated (Step 3a, Scheme 1) before the first stage

of calculations which is completed with the use of locally available data (Steps 4a and

5a, Scheme 1). The second stage (Steps 4b and 5b, Scheme 1) is computed when the
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remote data packages, or messages, from other processes are received which is ensured

in Step 3b, Scheme 1. This is achieved with the use of non-blocking communication

mechanism available in the MPI library. With this approach, we are able to overlap

computations and communication, which has an important impact on final scalability

of the application.

Density function

As it was shown, the value of the potential function can be determined based on the

information about the neighbours of each cell. At this stage of the iteration we are also

able to calculate the approximate value of the density function for each cell. This is

achieved by adopting the concept of Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) [99]. The

SPH algorithm was originally developed for fluid dynamics problems, however nowadays

it is successfully used in many areas of computational sciences. More information on the

SPH method can be found in Appendix B.

We assume that the value of the density function ρ̃ for given position ~p in three-

dimensional space can be computed as a sum over all cells ci in the system with the use

of following formula:

ρ̃(~p) '
∑
i=1,N

mciW (~p− ~pci , h),

where N denotes the number of cells in the system, mci is the mass of cell ci, ~pci is the

location of cell ci in 3-D space and h is the parameter that defines the radius of the

region of influence for the approximation of the density function, so-called smoothing

length. The kernel function W used in our model is of the following form:

W (z, h) =
8

πh3


1− 6( zh)2 + 6( zh)3, 0 ≤ z

h ≤ 0.5

2(1− z
h)3, 0.5 ≤ z

h ≤ 1

0, z
h > 1

.

Values of the kernel function for cells further away than a distance of h from ~p are

equal to zero. In our simulations we usually assume that h is equal to the radius of the

cells’ neighbourhood r. With this assumption we are able to calculate the value of the

density function at the location of each cell with the use of the previously determined

neighbourhood. Therefore in order to increase the smoothing length h the radius of the

cells’ neighbourhood r needs to be increased. This can be easily achieved since r is one of

the simulation’s parameters. However, users should be aware of an important feature of
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the model: increasing the neighbourhood for each cell can also cause a significant increase

in computation time. An example image presenting the density function computed for

a given cellular colony is shown on Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Density of cells in a colony shown for clarity in 2-D (red - higher density,
blue - lower density). Proliferation occurs mainly in lower density areas.

Cell cycle update and movement of cells

The development and dynamics of cell colony in our model is driven by two previously

described characteristics: potential and density functions. Each cell undergoes the cell

cycle (Step 9, Scheme 1) which is controlled by the density function, i.e. cells do not

divide or grow if there is no sufficient space. In the particular case when cell division

occurs, the number of cells in the cellular system is increased accordingly. The next

iteration of the simulation starts with a new number of cells. The movement of each

cell is on the other hand driven by the gradient of the potential function, as it was de-

scribed earlier. Cells move towards the direction computed from repulsive and adhesive

interactions (Step 10, Scheme 1). In our model, we assume that all cells involved in the

simulation reside in a 3-D finite computational box. If any cell moves out of the box, it

is removed from the simulation and not considered further.

Another very important detail of the implementation is how to decide whether a cell

has enough space to continue its cycle and growth. In our model this is controlled by

a single parameter for each cell type, e.g. cancer cells may continue to grow in the

environment far more dense than healthy cells. The parameter is related to the critical
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value of density at which a cell of a specific type will not be able to continue its growth.

Specifying the critical density value directly is difficult and not very intuitive. In our

model, the critical density value is calculated indirectly from the parameter specified by

the user. This parameter specifies the minimum distance of a given cell from each of the

surrounding neighbours (4 neighbours in the case of 2-D and 6 neighbours for 3-D) at

which the cell can continue its growth and development. This is schematically presented

in Figure 5.4 in 2-D case, four neighbour cells (orange) are equally distant from the cell

placed in the middle (blue). The user can define the critical distance dcritical apriori.

The density is computed in the middle point of the blue coloured cell and the computed

value is the resulting critical density value for cells of a given type.

Figure 5.4: Image explains how the critical density value is computed. Shown in 2-D
for clarity. In 3-D case middle cell (blue) has 6 instead of 4 neighbours.

5.1.2 Computational methods for global fields

For the global fields computations we employ the Hypre parallel library [53], which is a

collection of high performance preconditioners and solvers for large sparse linear systems

of equations on massively parallel computing systems. The discretization of the PDE is

achieved with the use of an implicit in time finite difference scheme:

∂u

∂t
= Du∇2u− λu+ f − g (5.2)

(5.3)
ut+1
x,y,z − utx,y,z

∆t
= Du(

ut+1
x+1,y,z − 2ut+1

x,y,z + ut+1
x−1,y,z

h2
+
ut+1
x,y+1,z − 2ut+1

x,y,z + ut+1
x,y−1,z

h2

+
ut+1
x,y,z+1 − 2ut+1

x,y,z + ut+1
x,y,z−1

h2
)− λut+1

x,y,z + f t+1
x,y,z − gt+1

x,y,z
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(5.4)
(1 + 6

Du∆t

h2
+ λ∆t)ut+1

x,y,z

− Du∆t

h2
(ut+1
x+1,y,z + ut+1

x−1,y,z + ut+1
x,y+1,z + ut+1

x,y−1,z + ut+1
x,y,z+1 + ut+1

x,y,z−1) = utx,y,z

+ ∆t(f t+1
x,y,z − gt+1

x,y,z)

Figure 5.5: Sparse matrix resulting from the discretization of Equation 4.2 with finite
difference method in 3-D. Non-zero elements are shown.

The discretization scheme presented in Equation 5.4 is equipped with boundary condi-

tions appropriate to the considered global field type, as described in Section 4.2. The

system is then defined in the ParCSR parallel format. The decomposition of data in

Hypre is achieved by assigning computational grid blocks to different processes. We

are using the Conjugate Gradient solver preconditioned by the BoomerAMG algebraic

multigrid method to solve the system.

Coupling of discrete and continuous approaches

Solving global fields together with the large scale discrete cellular system is a challenging

task in the context of parallel processing. An important problem lies in the block data

decomposition required by the Hypre library, which is different than the HSFC and

RCB methods ideal for the tree-based computations. In each iteration of the simulation

the source and sink/uptake functions for the nutrient fields need to be calculated from

cellular data. On the other hand individual cells need to be informed on the level of basic
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nutrients or temperature in their environment in order to incorporate this information

into their cycle. To approach this problem we have decided that each process can

determine by itself with which grid block its local cell data overlaps, see Figure 5.6. For

each such patch, the local cell data is interpolated with the cloud-in-cell method (CIC). In

the next step each patch is transmitted to the processor that holds the corresponding grid

block. In this way the density field for each grid block is computed from the contributions

of several processors. Density is then used to compute the source and sink/uptake

functions. After global fields have been computed we can pull previously determined

patches from the grid blocks and send them back to corresponding processors. Now

the patches are carrying information about the level of nutrients or temperature in the

environment. With this scenario each local cell is able to determine the concentration

of nutrients in its surrounding, which is needed to proceed with the cycle scheme. The

main advantage of our approach is that only the scalar values are transmitted between

processors (i.e. those corresponding to density, nutrient fields and temperature). The

implementation is more complicated but there is no need of transmitting the whole

cell data between processors and therefore the amount of required communication is

significantly reduced.

Figure 5.6: Figure showing how two different decompositions of cell colony dynamics
discrete method (depicted with colors) and global field continuous method (depicted
with grid) are coupled together within one computational model. 2-D simulation data

are used for clarity.
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5.2 Highly scalable parallel implementation

5.2.1 Implementation details

Developing powerful applications for today’s largest supercomputing systems, built with

thousands or millions of computational cores, requires the use of advanced parallel pro-

gramming techniques and tools. The most important requirements placed on the ap-

plications created for execution on current largest and future HPC systems are listed

in Section 3.2. Here we describe the most important features of the implementation of

our model, by which it can process large-scale biological systems efficiently and is highly

optimized on specific parallel architectures. We present performance measurements of

the application collected on two HPC systems available at ICM, University of Warsaw:

• the Nostromo system (IBM Blue Gene/Q): 1024 compute nodes, 16384

processor cores (16 per node), 16 TB RAM memory, peak performance of approx-

imately 210 TFlop/s,

• the Boreasz system (IBM Power 775): 76 compute nodes, 2432 processor

cores (32 per node), 9.7 TB RAM memory, peak performance of approximately 74

TFlop/s.

Technologically, both systems are based on the most modern computer technologies

available for HPC applications nowadays.

Parallel processing techniques used in the implementation of our model are on one hand

universal in use, therefore the computer code may be used on HPC systems of different

architecture, e.g. it was already used on large x86 clusters. On the other hand, highly

optimized versions for architectures such as the IBM Blue Gene/Q and the IBM Power

775 allows the simulations on much larger systems, for instance on one of the largest

currently available European computational systems - JUQEEN which is based on the

IBM Blue Gene/Q architecture and is accessible for European researchers through the

PRACE project [100].

At the end of this section we present usage details and show how to run simulations on

parallel systems.

Hybrid MPI/OpenMP implementation

Maintaining extremely large number of processes with the use of a flat MPI program-

ming model very often results in a large memory overhead and significantly reduces the
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scalability of applications [73]. One of the most popular ways to overcome these issues is

to use a multi-level or hybrid parallelization model, where MPI processes are additionally

parallelized with the use of a thread based programming model. In our work we have

decided to use a mixed MPI/OpenMP parallel programming model. Most of the time

consuming stages of the simulation, especially those related to computing the potential

function and its gradient, have been parallelized with the use of OpenMP. Additionally

the Hypre library used for computing global fields has also been parallelized with the

use of a mixed MPI/OpenMP model.

Depending on the size of the cellular colony in the simulation run we use up to 16 MPI

processes per node on the IBM Blue Gene/Q and up to 32 MPI processes per node on the

IBM Power 775. Each MPI process is then further parallelized with the use of OpenMP.

In this way we can reduce the number of MPI processes used per node but also take the

full advantage of SMT hardware support. Performance measurements, scalability and

performance analysis of different SMT execution modes are presented in Section 5.2.2.

Non-blocking communication

One of the most important mechanisms for optimizing parallel computations based on

the message-passing model is the use of non-blocking communication. This mechanism

allows to overlap computations and communication, it is available in MPI standard.

The best example of the use of non-blocking communication in our application is the

data transfer mechanism used for computing the potential function and its gradient,

presented in Scheme 1. Part of the computations may be performed on data available

locally while waiting for data transferred from neighbour processes. A second example of

the use of non-blocking communication in the application is the exchange of information

between the model of cellular colonies dynamics and the grid used for the discretization

of continuous equations describing global fields.

Parallel I/O

Subsequent simulation states can be written to output files with the frequency specified

by the user. Output files can then be further used for analysis of current results of the

simulation. Typically, in order to trace all relevant stages of the simulation it is required

to record tens or even hundreds of very large files. All output files generated during

simulations are written in parallel by processes involved in the calculations based on

the mechanism of parallel I/O available in the MPI standard. Such an implementation

significantly speeds up the process of creating output files, and has a significant impact
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on the performance and scalability of the entire application. In the case of large-scale

simulations of cellular colonies built with approximately 109 cells the sizes of output files

are of the order of tens of giga bytes. The processing of such data can only be done by

using parallel computing techniques.

Checkpoint/restart mechanism

The presented application has a functionality of saving the state of the simulation with

the use of the checkpoint/restart mechanism. The method of generating restart files

during the simulation is currently one of the most reliable fault tolerance mechanisms.

Restart files can be used to resume the simulation in case of critical hardware or oper-

ational system faults without the need to repeat a large amount of calculations. In the

case of our computational model, this mechanism has an additional advantage related to

the specific scientific application. Users can generate a large cellular colony in a separate

simulation prior to running many complex simulation runs to evaluate various scenarios

e.g. such as those related to tumour growth in-vivo.

The checkpoint/restart mechanism available in our application is implemented with the

use of a parallel I/O scheme and therefore saving and loading restart files can be done

very efficiently. For instance loading a restart file consisting of more than 16 million cells

(file size of approximately 2 GB) takes only tens of seconds with 32 parallel processes.

An additional improvement to the checkpoint/restart mechanism in our implementa-

tion is that the mechanism can be used between different processor architectures. In

particular the application is able to perform automatic conversion between binary rep-

resentation used on big-endian and little-endian systems. This makes it possible to e.g.

read the restart file generated on x86 cluster (little-endian architecture) and use it on

the IBM Power 775 system (big-endian architecture).

5.2.2 Performance measurements and optimization

We have performed a series of performance measurements on available HPC systems.

Here we present the most important results showing that our implementation is very

efficient, scalable and well prepared for running large scale simulations.
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MPI/OpenMP performance

We have examined the scalability of the OpenMP performance within a single node.

Testing was carried out on the IBM Blue Gene/Q architecture. We have used a start-

ing field consisting of approximately 106 cells. Program was executed on 2 nodes with

one MPI process per node. We have tested various numbers of OpenMP threads per

process and gathered time measurements of the execution of three main stages of the

simulation: potential function computation, gradient of the potential function approx-

imation and numerical solving of global fields. We were able to investigate the impact

of using different simultaneous multithreading (SMT) modes available on the IBM Blue

Gene/Q architecture. It should be noted that the SMT mechanism does not increase the

maximum theoretical peak performance of the system, however it might influence the

performance of chosen algorithms and applications. This specific processor architecture

feature is currently available in many petascale HPC systems available worldwide. Both

IBM Power7 processors available in Power 775 systems and IBM Power A2 processors

available in Blue Gene/Q systems are built upon 4-way simultaneous multithreaded

cores.

Table 5.2: Measurements of OpenMP performance of three main stages of the simu-
lation on the IBM Blue Gene/Q system. Speedup is shown for the best results.

Threads Potential Gradient Global fields

per node

1 57.75s 64.02s 27.38s

2 29.91s 37.73s 17.71s

4 16.27s 22.55s 9.40s

8 8.64s 12.11s 5.08s

16 4.85s 6.59s 2.89s

32 (SMT2) 2.90s 3.88s 2.19s

64 (SMT4) 1.99s 2.78s 2.55s

Speed up 29.02x 23.02x 12.50x

We were motivated by results presented by Abeles et al. [101] which show that the

performance gain from using the SMT mechanism varies depending on the applications

and algorithm type, program execution model, the threading mode being used on the

processor, and the resource utilization of the program. One of the conclusions of the

study was that throughput type workloads are best suited to achieve gains from using

higher SMT modes. On the other hand, the performance of high memory traffic codes

will most likely be decreased or will remain at a similar level when increasing the number

of hardware threads per core.
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Applications can use the SMT mechanism by running more processes and/or threads

than the physical number of cores available in the system. This may be achieved by:

• execution with 2x or 4x more MPI processes than physical cores,

• execution with with 2x or 4x more OpenMP or POSIX threads than physical cores,

• execution with mixed MPI/multithread mode with the total number of threads

exceeding the number of physical cores.

In the case of our application a natural candidates for efficient use of SMT mechanism

were tree-based algorithms used for computing potential function and its gradient. In-

deed results presented in Table 5.2 show that both algorithms can be speed up by using

SMT4 mode (4 threads per core). On the other hand the algorithms used for solv-

ing global fields does not present a significant speed up when using SMT. The overall

scalability of OpenMP implementation is satisfactory and very promising.

Scalability - cellular dynamics simulations

The first scalability tests were performed on the IBM Blue Gene/Q system and covered

only the simulation of cellular dynamics without coupling with the continuous cellular

environment. Here we describe the whole optimization process focused on achieving the

best possible speed-up with increasing number of computational cores.

Figure 5.7: Visualization of the trace data collected during one simulation step. The
imbalance between working processes in the case of non-optimal domain partitioning
(left) is confronted with optimized domain partitioning (right). Measurements and

plots were obtained with the use of the TAU performance analysis tool [102].

Performance optimization on the IBM Blue Gene/Q system was carried out iteratively.

We have designed and executed a large scale benchmark run. We have collected MPI

trace data with the use of the TAU performance analysis tool [102]. Results of the
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analysis showed an unexpected imbalance between parallel processes which was identified

as the main bottleneck limiting the code’s scalability. Figure 5.7 shows a detailed look at

the computer program activities in a single iteration step of the simulation, before and

after optimization. Computational activities are depicted in pink whereas the standby

mode when processes are idle is depicted in purple. At the end of each iteration step

there is a synchronization barrier which is preceded by an exchange of data between

processes (depicted with yellow lines). As can be seen on the non-optimal version (left)

some of the processes are waiting on the barrier for others to finish their work.

We have identified that non-optimal load balancing between working processes was the

main performance and scalability bottleneck. The main observation was that computing

potential function values is more time consuming for cells which reside in high-density

areas (e.g. inside of a developing solid tumour). Such cells have more interactions with

their neighbours and therefore the tree traversal is more complex. To solve this problem

we have used weighted HSFC partitioning. Now each cell has a weight assigned to it,

which is equal to the value of the density function computed in the cell’s center. The

trace analysis of the optimized code is shown in Figure 5.7 (right). As can be seen the

imbalance between processes was significantly reduced.

Figure 5.8: Scalability results: simulation of a large scale cellular colony on the IBM
Blue Gene/Q.

The performance improvement was confirmed by plotting scalability curves, the scala-

bility curve for the optimized version is presented in Figure 5.8. The maximal computa-

tional partition used in this measurement consisted of 512 nodes (which is equivalent to

approximately 100 TFlop/s). As can be seen we achieved nearly linear speedup and we

expect that this behaviour will continue on larger computational partitions for bigger

benchmark sizes.
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Scalability - cellular dynamics simulations with global fields

The second scalability test was performed after extending the application with imple-

mentation of the numerical solution of equations describing global fields. One of the most

important tasks in the implementation of global fields was to maintain high scalability

on HPC systems. To measure the scalability of the application we have used a starting

field of more than 15 million cells. The benchmark consisted of 16 iterations preceded

by loading a restart file of size larger than 1.5 GB. The oxygen level was computed as

a continuous field in each step of the simulation. Benchmark runs were executed on

the IBM Power 775 system. Results presented in Table 5.3 show good scalability of the

application.

Table 5.3: Scalability results on IBM Power 775 system

Number of cores Walltime Timestep

16 806s 49.02s

32 455s 27.06s

64 251s 14.34s

128 159s 7.45s

256 102s 4.30s

512 71s 2.97s

5.2.3 Usage details

Standard usage of the program is achieved by defining necessary simulation parameters

in the parameter file. An example parameter file is presented in Figure 5.9. Here, we

describe the meaning of all important parameters, allowing better understanding of the

functionality of the simulator.

The first group of parameters defines the most important settings of the simulation. The

meaning, expected values and important features of these parameters are listed below.

• NC: sets the initial number of cells in the simulation,

– expected value: positive integer number,

– simulation can start with a positive integer number of cells,

– cells are disturbed randomly in 3-D space,

• NSTEPS: sets the number of iterations in the simulation,
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# Parameter file for 3DPCS

# Main simulation parameters

NC 1

NSTEPS 128

DIM 3

MITRAND 1

NHS 1000

RD 0.5

TGS 1

# Computational box

SIZEX 1024

SIZEY 1024

SIZEZ 1024

# Time steps and grid resolution

SECPERSTEP 1200

GFDT 600

GFH 4.0

# Cell cycle parameters

V 0.5

# Healthy tissue

G1 11.0

S 8.0

G2 4.0

M 1.0

# Cancer cells

CG1 6.0

CS 8.0

CG2 4.0

CM 1.0

# Output parameters

OUTDIR results

GFLOGDIR log

VISOUTSTEP 16

STATOUTSTEP 1

PROFOUTSTEP 1

RSTOUTSTEP 100

Figure 5.9: Example parameter file for simulation starting from a single cell placed
in the center of computational box.
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– expected value: positive integer number,

• DIM: sets the dimensionality of the simulation (2-D or 3-D),

– expected value: 2 or 3,

• MITRAND: controls the direction in which daughter cells are shifted from the center

of mother cell during mitosis,

– expected value: 0 or 1,

– 1 indicates random placement,

– 0 indicates placement consistent with the direction of movement of the mother

cell in last iteration of the simulation;

• NHS: sets the number of cells needed to activate apoptosis i.e. programmed cell

death,

– expected value: positive integer number,

– apoptosis is activated when the number of cells in the simulation is greater

than NHS,

• RD: sets the probability for each cell of being marked for apoptosis,

– expected value: real value,

– assumption: 0 ≤ RD ≤ 1,

• TGS: indicates that the simulation is a tumour growth simulation,

– expected value: 0 or 1,

The second group of parameters is used to define the size of the computational box.

This can be achieved by setting three positive integer numbers (two in the case of 2-D

simulations) corresponding to the size of the computational box in X, Y and Z axes,

parameters SIZEX, SIZEY and SIZEZ respectively.

The third group of parameters is associated with setting of time steps and the mesh size

used for the discretization of equations describing global fields. Below is the explanation

of those three parameters.

• SECPERSTEP: sets the number of seconds per each iteration step,

– expected value: positive real number,
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– we recommend that the value of this parameter is not greater than 3600

seconds (1 hour) since the time of cell cycle phases are usually defined in

hours,

• GFDT: sets the time step ∆t (in seconds) for the discretization of equations describ-

ing global fields,

– expected value: positive real number,

– important assumptions: GFDT ≤ SECPERSTEP and SECPERSTEP = k · GFDT
where k is a positive integer

• GFH: sets the mesh size h for the discretization of equations describing global fields,

– expected value: positive real number,

– unit is a multiple of the maximum size of a biological cell, e.g. for h = 2 the

mesh size will be equal to the maximum size of a biological cell multiplied by

2,

The next group of parameters is used to define cell cycle phases lengths. There is a

distinction between healthy and cancer cells. Mean cell cycle phases lengths for healthy

cells are set with the use of G1, S, G2 and M parameters. In the case of cancer cells CG1,

CS, CG2 and CM parameters are used. The expected values are positive real numbers

defining the lengths of each of the phases in hours. There is an additional parameter

V , which is the variance used to define the exact cell cycle phases lengths for each cell

individually, as described in Section 4.1.

The last group of parameters is used to control how results of the simulation should be

stored. There is an assumption that all output files are located in a single directory.

The name of this directory is defined with the OUTDIR parameter. In order to control

the numerical results of global fields computations user can specify the name of the di-

rectory in which the Hypre library log files will be placed, this is defined with GFLOGDIR.

The rest of the parameters specify how often the output informations are written, i.e.:

the VISOUTSTEP parameter defines how often the visualization files will be written, the

STATOUTSTEP parameter defines how often the statistics of the simulation will be writ-

ten to the standard output stream, the PROFOUTSTEP parameter defines how often the

profiling information (showing timings of different procedures and functions) should be

written to the file called prof.out. All these parameters are defined by specifying the

number of iterations, which separate successive writing out of the results.

The application allows users to use the checkpoint/restart mechanism. In order to write

checkpoint files the user has to specify how often this should be done. This is done by
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# Restart parameters

RSTFILE step00007000.rst

RSTRESET 0

Figure 5.10: Parameters required to start the simulation from a restart file.

setting the parameter RSTOUTSTEP to the number of iterations of the simulation, which

separate successive checkpoints. In order to restart the simulation from the checkpoint

file the parameter file should be modified to include two additional lines presented in

Figure 5.10.

The parameter RSTFILE should be set to point to the file containing the restart infor-

mation. In such a case, by default all simulation parameters are set to values stored in

the restart file. However sometimes it is useful to use a starting field containing a large

scale model of a healthy tissue to start a completely new simulation with some of the

parameters overwritten. This can be achieved by setting the parameter RSTRESET to 1.

In order to run the simulations it is required to define the number of parallel processes

and number of OpenMP threads assigned to each process. The application should be

executed with the use of a special command used for running MPI programs. This

command is system dependent, e.g. mpiexec is usually available on Linux clusters but

on the IBM Blue Gene/Q architecture runjob or srun commands should be used. Here

we present an example of execution commands used on the IBM Power 775 system:

setenv OMP_NUM_THREADS 2

mpiexec -n 32 ./3dpcs -p parameters.txt

At the beginning of the simulation the application reports the most important parame-

ters by writing the output header to standard output stream. Users should verify that

all parameters including the number of processes and threads were set properly. An

example output header is presented in Figure 5.11.

During the execution the current status of the simulation is reported and written to the

standard output stream. An example status can be seen in Figure 5.12.

5.3 Visualization of results

Simulation results can be analysed with the use of the visual analysis and visualization

package VisNow [103]. For large scale simulations we have also developed an alternative

method based on the ray-tracing visualization package Pov-Ray [104]. Pov-Ray input
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Tue Jun 17 19:15:57 CEST 2014

_/_/_/ _/

_/ _/_/_/ _/_/_/ _/_/_/ _/_/_/

_/_/ _/ _/ _/ _/ _/ _/_/

_/ _/ _/ _/ _/ _/ _/_/

_/_/_/ _/_/_/ _/_/_/ _/_/_/ _/_/_/

_/

_/

3DPCS - 3 Dimensional Parallel simulator for Cell Systems

Author: Maciej Cytowski

Interdisciplinary Centre for Mathematical and Computational Modelling,

University of Warsaw

http://www.icm.edu.pl

Running on 32 processors.

Each process working with 2 OpenMP threads.

This is a big endian system.

Reading parameters file: parameters.txt

Box size: 1024x1024x1024

Output directory: results

Log directory: log

Particle allocation finished (117 MB allocated).

Zoltan Version 3.600. Initialized.

ZOLTAN Load balancing method = 3 (RCB)

Grid size:104x104x102

Figure 5.11: Output header containing most important parameters of the simulation.

files containing 3-D scenes descriptions are created during simulation. Those input files

are processed on the HPC system afterwards to produce high quality images. One of

such images is presented in Figure 5.13.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------

Step 8000, Time step = 1200.0000 Number of cells = 1093663

------------------------------------------------------------------------

Time: 2666.2822

Tree build...done

Potential computations...done

Potential gradient...done

Solving field: oxygen...done

Min Max Avg Dev

Density 0.7622 8.9038 6.9236 0.8129

Distance 0.0778 3.1616 - -

Velocity 0.00000 0.0035 - -

Size 0.1984 0.2528 - -

Cell phase G0 G1 S G2 M

N. of cells 187446 349737 22603 13219 3846

Healthy cells 0

Cancer cells 1093663

Necrotic cells 516812

Tumour diameter 1.79 mm

Cells movement...done

Figure 5.12: Output header containing most important statistics of the simulation.
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Figure 5.13: Example high quality image created with the use of Pov-Ray module
implemented in the simulation package.



Chapter 6

Reference applications

In the developed world, cancer is second only to heart-disease as the major cause of

death. In a natural way, the question arises as to how to construct mathematical models

of complex biological processes such as carcinogenesis. Since most cancer treatments

refer to specific forms of activity of tumours (e.g., invasion or angiogenesis) it appears

reasonable to build models based on specific biological questions. Creating such simple,

partial models can be helpful in understanding complex phenomena. This approach,

however, carries the risk of omission of important aspects of the process. Therefore

models constructed in this way must still confront the results of experience, looking to

distinguishing the effects of the test mechanism from the others, giving similar results,

and paying special attention to the cases (cf. parameter space) where the model results

are not in agreement with the results of experiments.

6.1 Solid tumour growth in-vivo

6.1.1 Two-dimensional case

We simulated the phenomenon of in vivo growing solid tumour in its initial avascular

stage. We start the simulation when the cell colony is in the stage of homeostasis and

contains about 25000 cells corresponding to healthy tissue. Average cell cycle phases

lengths are equal to: 9, 11, 1, 1 hours for G1, S, G2 and M phases, respectively. The

exact length of each cell cycle phase for respective cells is taken randomly from the

interval [T · (1−V ), T · (1+V )], where T is the average length of the phase, and V is the

volatility. In the case of the described simulation V = 0.5. Moreover we assume that

the probability Pci for healthy cells to die is equal to 0.5.

57
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(a) 6 days (b) 10 days

(c) 14 days (d) 22 days

(e) 31 days (f) 39 days

Figure 6.1: Plots showing the simulation of growing solid tumour inside a healthy
tissue. Red color indicates tumour cells, whereas colors from navy blue to green in-
dicates the growing density of cells. Chosen plots correspond to the growing tumour
after 6 (24998 total number of cells including 70 tumour cells), 10 (24991 total number
of cells including 622 tumour cells), 14 (24996 total number of cells including 1181
tumour cells), 22 (24991 total number of cells including 2374 tumour cells), 31 (24990
total number of cells including 3656 tumour cells) and 39 (24997 total number of cells
including 5102 tumour cells) days of growth, respectively. Average cell cycle phases
length equal to: 9, 11, 1, 1 hours for G1, S, G2 and M phases, respectively and the

volatility V is equal to 0.5

At the beginning of the simulation a single tumour cell in the G1-phase is placed in the

middle of those uniformly distributed cells. Tumour cells divide repeatedly following

a set of rules and produce a cluster of cells and in contrast to the healthy cells they

have down regulated apoptotic pathways. This scenario corresponds to a growth of

cancer in the middle of healthy tissue. Figure 6.1 presents the simulation results of

this computational experiment. Plot 6.1(a) shows the tumour growing for 6 days, plot

6.1(b) 10 days, plot 6.1(c) 14 days, plot 6.1(d) 22 days, plot 6.1(e) 31 days and finally

plot 6.1(f) 39 days after the appearance of the first tumour cell. The red color indicates
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tumour cells, whereas colors from navy blue to green indicates the growing density of

cells.

The results of the simulations show how the cancer cells in the tissue replaces healthy

cells gradually leading to the impaired functioning and thus inactivation. We can also see

how small differences in the density of healthy tissue leads to a breakdown of symmetry

and the consequent emergence of clinically observed tumours of different shapes.

6.1.2 Three-dimensional case

In this section we present an example 3-D simulation of early tumour growth obtained

with our model. Solid tumours are believed to start from a single mutated cell that, due

to subsequent divisions, becomes a multi-cellular spheroid (MCS) [105]. In the subse-

quent development the tumour adapts more complex structure and looses its spherical

symmetry. Here, the simulation size was reduced to 106. Thanks to this we were able

to present visualizations of the whole underlying phenomena. Visualizations of 109 size

simulations are actually limited to the analysis of specified smaller subregions of the

tissue.

Prior to starting the simulation we develop a large colony consisting of 106 cells that

represents a healthy tissue. At the beginning of the simulation healthy cells start to

undergo the G1/S and G2/M checkpoints. We have chosen the probability Pci of being

marked for programmed cell death (apoptosis) to be equal to 0.5. This ensures the

homeostasis of the whole cell population, which basically means that we obtain the

stabilization of the cell number in the colony. Also, at this point of the simulation we

place a single tumour cell in G1 phase in the middle of the tissue.

This initial tumour cell divides repeatedly following a set of rules and produces a cluster

of cells. The system is updated repeatedly as the program runs through a loop. During

one time step, for each cell its phase is checked and, if necessary, updated. A cell divides

if it has sufficient space around it to place its daughter cell. If there is no free place

nearby, the cell can “push” up some neighbouring cells in order to create an empty space

for its daughter cell. The exact spatial location for the new cell is computed using a

potential function.

There is a significant differentiation between cancer and healthy cells in the presented

simulation. Firstly, for healthy cells average cell cycle phases lengths are: 11, 8, 4 and

1 hour for G1, S, G2 and M phases respectively. Cancer cells have a shorter G1 phase

which is only 6 hours in average. Secondly, cancer cells have a greater ability to grow

and divide in a high-density neighbourhood than healthy cells. Finally, the diseased
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Figure 6.2: Plots showing the simulation of growing solid tumour inside a healthy
tissue. Plot a) corresponds to the growing tumour after 80 days, with 2742 cancer cells.
Plot b) corresponds to the growing tumour after 82.5 days, with 8091 cancer cells. Plot
c) corresponds to the growing tumour after 85 days, with 15626 cancer cells. Finally,
plot d) corresponds to the growing tumour after 90 days, with 37681 cancer cells. The

whole cell population in all time steps consisted of approximately 106 cells.

cells produce slightly weaker adhesion forces. We have been able to incorporate all

those differences to the life cycles of single cells thanks to the individual-based approach

of our model. The chosen steps of the simulation together with the description of their

main characteristics are presented in Figure 6.2.

6.1.3 Extreme scale three-dimensional simulation

In this Section we present an example of an extreme scale tumour growth simulation. The

whole simulation consists of two main steps. The first step of the simulation produces a

healthy tissue consisting of approximately 2.5∗108 cells. The result is stored in a restart

file. The size of the restart file is approximately 26 GB. The second step is started by

placing a single tumour cell inside the healthy tissue. We stopped the simulation when

the tumour consisted of approximately 75, 000 cells. The cross-section of the tissue is

presented in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: The cross-section of the tissue consisting of approximately 2.5∗108 healthy
cells and 75, 000 tumour cells. Tumour cells are shown with black color. On the left-

hand side the structure of the tumour is shown in a close-up view.

Simulations of this size require the usage of HPC resources. A single time step is

computed in approximately 100 seconds on 128 IBM Power7 cores. As it was noted in

Section 5.2.3, we recommend that a single time step should correspond to at most 3600

seconds of a real biological process development. In order to achieve a reasonable tumour

growth simulation at least 3 months of real biological process development should be

simulated. Therefore, on the given computational partition (128 IBM Power7 cores) it

takes more than 60 days to compute the final result.

6.2 Solid tumour growth in-vitro

6.2.1 Two-dimensional case

We simulate the phenomenon of an in vitro growing solid tumour. At the beginning

of the simulation there is a single cell located at the domain centre in the G1-phase of

the cell-cycle. This initial cell divides repeatedly following a set of rules and produces

a cluster of cells. Figure 6.4 shows the plots of a fast growing solid tumour in the

case when average cell cycle phases lengths are: 6, 7, 3, 2 hours for G1, S, G2 and M

phases, respectively and cancer cells down-regulate their apoptotic pathways. Different

colors denote corresponding cell cycle phases, i.e. navy blue, light blue, green, yellow

and red corresponds to G0, G1, S, G2 and M phases respectively. Plots 6.4(a), 6.4(b),

6.4(c), 6.4(d) present the solid tumour after 10, 13, 17 and 21 days respectively. Figure

6.5 shows the corresponding plots of density inside the growing solid tumour. The red
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color indicates higher and blue shades lower cell density. The overall dynamic looks

similar to those known from experimental in vitro studies, i.e. there is an inner core of

non-proliferating cells surrounded by a ring of proliferating cells.

(a) 10 days (b) 13 days

(c) 17 days (d) 21 days

Figure 6.4: Plots showing the simulation of growing solid tumour cell cycle phases
when average G1 phase length is equal to 6 hours and tumour cells down-regulate their
apoptotic pathways. Chosen plots correspond to the growing tumour after 4, 13, 17
and 21 days of cultivation respectively. Navy blue, light blue, green, yellow and red

corresponds to G0, G1, S, G2 and M phases respectively.

6.2.2 Three-dimensional case with oxygen field

Here we will show the results of simulations in which, in addition to the cancer cell

colony we also consider the spatial distribution of oxygen concentration.
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(a) 10 days (b) 13 days

(c) 17 days (d) 21 days

Figure 6.5: Plots showing the simulation of growing solid tumour density when aver-
age G1 phase length is equal to 6 hours and tumours cells down-regulate their apoptotic
pathways. Chosen plots correspond to the growing tumour after 10, 13, 17 and 21 days

of cultivation respectively.

It is believed that a solid tumour starts from the occurrence of abnormal mutations

within a single cell. Due to subsequent divisions the tumour becomes a multi-cellular

spheroid (MCS). During this initial avascular growth phase, the MCS obtain nutrients

from external growth factors, such as glucose or oxygen, which diffuse into the inte-

rior. That is when the tumour adopts a multi-layered internal structure. Cells towards

the centre, being devoid of vital nutrients, stop to proliferate and become quiescent.

Subsequent growth of the tumour results in a decrease in internal nutrient concentra-

tion, which leads to the death of quiescent cells in the centre of the MCS and gives

rise to a necrotic core. This means that a mature MCS possess a well-defined internal

structure, comprising a central core of necrotic (dead) cells, surrounded by a layer of
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Figure 6.6: Plots showing the oxygen concentrations corresponding to growing multi-
cellular spheroid (MCS) presented in Figure 6.7. Upper row shows the oxygen profile for
simulations after 83, 55 and 111 days respectively. Lower row shows the same oxygen

profiles with superimposed necrotic cores.

non-proliferating, quiescent cells, with proliferating cells in the outer, nutrient-rich layer

of the tumour (see [106] Fig. 4a). Typically, these avascular spheroids reach a size of a

few millimetres in diameter [17, 107].

In Figures 6.6 and 6.7 we present a simulation of the development of the MCS. In ad-

dition to a growing colony of cells, we take into account the dynamics of the oxygen

concentration and interaction between cells and the field of oxygen. It can be seen that

the growing in silico MCS adopts a multilayer structure known from the experiments.
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Figure 6.7: Plots showing the simulation of vitro multicellular spheroid (MCS) grow-
ing in an oxygen-containing environment. The cells in the G1 phase are marked in
yellow (•), cells in S phase are marked in orange (•), cells in G2 phase are marked in
red(•), cells in M phase are marked in claret (•). Quiescent cells in G0 phase are marked
in ecru (•) whereas necrotic (dead) cells are marked in black (•). Upper plot corre-
sponds to the growing MCS after 55 days, with 132568 cells. Middle plot corresponds
to the growing MCS after 83 days, with 458754 cells. Lower plot corresponds to the
growing MCS after 111 days, with 1094031 cells. Figure 6.6 presents the corresponding

oxygen concentrations.
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Conclusions and future work

In this work we have presented an extremely powerful tool for simulating complex bio-

logical systems consisting of a cell colony composed of different cell types growing and

interacting with the environment. The cell colony is represented in a discrete manner as

an individual-based model and is coupled with the environment represented by a PDE

continuous description. What makes our model absolutely unique is its large scale, as it

enables the simulation of systems consisting of 109 cells. This means, for example, being

able to run a multi-scale simulation of structures such as solid tumours observed clini-

cally, which we believe is a genuine breakthrough in terms of mathematical modelling.

The model can be used to model a wide range of biological phenomena. In particular,

they may be different processes associated with the development of tumours, such as

solid tumour growth, both in the avascular and vascular phases.

In this work we have extensively used modern methods of parallel processing, one of

the main objectives of the study was to obtain high computation optimization and

scalability for emerging HPC systems. Addressing scientific challenges in such a large

scale required the selection of appropriate algorithms, data structures and decomposi-

tion methods. In particular, the use of tree data structures and tree-based algorithms

and their optimization for a given application significantly reduced the computational

time and thus allowed for the examination of large cellular colonies in a 3-D discrete

lattice-free model. Developing computational models for parallel systems requires the

use of appropriate decomposition methods. The selection of the appropriate method is

important for achieving high scalability. In this work we have presented the efficient

application of two classes of decomposition methods. The first class, based on geomet-

rical decomposition methods like HSFC and RCB, is used in the computations of the

discrete model describing the dynamics of cellular colonies. The second class, based on

the block decomposition method of the computational grid, is used to numerically solve
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continuous global fields’ equations introduced in the model. We have also presented

an efficient method of combining both types of decompositions, which is required when

coupling cellular and tissue scales.

Furthermore, it was necessary to apply a number of advanced programming methods and

optimization techniques. Among others, the most important features of the application

are: the use of the hybrid MPI/OpenMP computing model, the non-blocking com-

munication mechanism, the parallel I/O implementation and the design of an efficient

checkpoint/restart mechanism. All aforementioned improvements of the computational

model enabled efficient simulations on massively parallel systems, high scalability on the

other hand for the first time allowed to undertake the scientific challenges in the field of

modelling of cellular biosystems in clinically detectable scale.

Our main objective was to propose a model that enriched with various models of sig-

nalling pathways will examine the reciprocal influence of the phenomena occurring at

the intracellular, cellular and in the end the tissue level. The proposed tool allows to

simulate a number of biological phenomena, but especially those occurring in the tis-

sues in which the extracellular matrix is poor such as in epithelial tissue. By this our

solution has the opportunity to contribute to the formulation of new hypotheses and to

optimization of therapeutic protocols in cancer. Such a model has also the potential to

be extremely useful in modelling the effects of intracellular events and their impact on

higher scales i.e. the cellular and tissue scales. Without this multiscale approach, we

will not be able to investigate the various effects of intracellular pathways on a growing

cell colony and how different external stimuli influence global dynamics.

Planned future work can be divided into those relating to the development of the model

itself and those relating to the use of the existing model. As regards the first of the

planned lines of research, we plan to enrich the model by a description of the extracellular

matrix which takes into account the fibrous proteins such as collagen, which is very

important for modelling the connective tissue. A further step will be to supplement

the model with acquisition of data from, for example, 3-D medical imaging of various

modalities, the conversion of the data into the model input data. This will allow to

simulate specific cases, allowing, for example, predictions of the directions of tumour

invasion. When it comes to the use of the existing model, we plan to investigate the

impact of cell cycle length on the effectiveness of hyperthermia. To this end we will equip

the proposed model with the intracellular Hsp70 protein synthesis model [108] [109] and

we will test efficacy of different heat application scenarios on different cell population

types. Another application will be to study the effects of the microenvironment on the

dynamics of a solid tumour. Using numerical simulations we want to show for example

how harsh conditions, i.e. availability of oxygen and glucose affect the phenotype of
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tumour invasion. Finally, in collaboration with researchers from Moffitt Cancer Center,

we would like to test the efficacy of various protocols of radiotherapy.

In addition to the benefits for the life sciences, mathematical modelling has a chance to

contribute to the development of mathematics, in particular in areas such as numerical

analysis (e.g., the numerical solution of parabolic-hyperbolic systems, free and moving

boundary problems), qualitative analysis of partial differential equations, asymptotic

and multi-scale analysis (e.g. homogenisation). Often the design and analysis of a new

model requires the use of new mathematical methods.

Mathematical modelling in the biomedical sciences is a challenge not only scientifically

but also socially, since research is often rigidly divided into academic disciplines. The

benefits of the use of mathematical models are now indisputable, but one has to remem-

ber that every success requires an interdisciplinary approach. The design and validation

of models based on quantitative experimental data, designing new experiences, finding

new mathematical methods allowing for an appropriate description of the process and

its analysis and, finally, numerical simulation and optimization of treatment requires

the cooperation of specialists in various fields. Progress in overcoming these barriers

is already noticeable, the use of mathematical models in oncology is slowly becoming

recognized as a research tool.





Appendix A

N-body problems - computational

methods

In this section we describe the most popular and appropriate methods for solving N-

body problems. All of these methods were developed for physical phenomena where each

object in 3-D space interacts not only with its neighbours (short-range interactions) but

also with other objects that are distant (long-range interactions). We present appropriate

references for further readings.

Particle-Particle Method

The simplest approach to solve Equation 5.1 is reffered to as the Particle-Particle

method. It is a direct solving method where each pair of objects is examined and

corresponding potential is computed. The Particle-Particle method is not feasible for

large number NC of objects due to its O((NC)2) complexity. The pseudo code of this

method is presented in Algorithm 6.

Scheme 6 Particle-Particle

1: for i = 1→ NC do
2: for j = i+ 1→ NC do
3: F = F (ci, cj)
4: V (ci)+ = F
5: V (cj)+ = F
6: end for
7: end for

In our model, for each cell ci we consider only interactions with those cells which are

enclosed by the finite neighbourhood Bεi(ci). Therefore, the pseudo code of the Particle-

Particle method can be rewriteen as shown in Algorithm 7.
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Scheme 7 Particle-Particle-ε

1: for i = 1→ NC do
2: for j = i+ 1→ NC do
3: if cj ∈ Bεi(ci) then
4: F = F (ci, cj)
5: V (ci)+ = F
6: V (cj)+ = F
7: end if
8: end for
9: end for

In the above formulation we omit force calculations for cells that are distant enough.

However we introduce an additional operation to check the distanse between cells.

Barnes-Hut Algorithm

One of the most extensively used approaches for solving N-body problems are those

based on tree representation of objects. The classical Barnes-Hut algorithm [110] is a

very good example on how to use tree structures in N-body codes. The algorithm is

widely used in astrophysics [94] [111] and was successfully parallelized [112]. The very

first step of the Barnes-Hut algorithm in 3-D is the octree construction which proceeds

as follows. We begin with a cube in the 3-D space which is the root of the tree and

encloses all objects of the system. The cube is divided into eight smaller cubes of 1
8 the

area which are called octants. Each octant can be further broken into eight cubes and

so on. In most of the cases, objects do not fall uniformly into the consecutive octants

and we are using a technique called adaptive octrees wherein we divide an octant if

it encloses more than a certain number of objects. The pseudo code of the sequential

algorithm for octree initialization can be formulated with the use of two procedures as

shown in Algorithm 8 and 9. Throughout this work we will refer to the cube of node n

of the tree by C(n). The lenght of the edge of the cube C(n) (size of the cube) will be

indicated by D(C(n)).

Scheme 8 BuildOctree

1: root = empty node
2: for i = 1→ NC do
3: InsertObject(i,root)
4: end for
5: Eliminate empty leaves by traversing the tree

The BuildOctree procedure is a driving routine which inserts consecutive objects into

the tree. We start with an empty node and each call to the InsertObject procedure

reconfigures the tree and determines the appropriate location of the object based on
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Scheme 9 InsertObject(i,n)

1: if n is not a leaf then
2: determine in which child c of node n the object i resides
3: InsertObject(i,c)
4: else
5: if n is a leaf and is full then
6: add eight childern of node n
7: move objects that were located at n into appropriate child nodes
8: determine in which child c of node n the object i resides
9: InsertObject(i,c)

10: else
11: if n is a leaf and is not full then
12: store object i in node n
13: end if
14: end if
15: end if

its cartesian coordinates. The InsertObject procedure is called recursively however, as

with other tree based algorithms, it is easy to implement its non-recursive version which

usually presents better performance on modern processor architectures. Each leaf node

of the tree constructed in such a way consist of a number of objects less than a maximum

fixed number of particles in a node. There exist tree algorithms that permit a maximum

number of objects per tree leaf greater than one [113]. In our case we will assume that

a leaf node is full if it consists a single object.

The second step of the algorithm is calculating the potential function for all the objects

in the tree. This is the main core of the Barnes-Hut algorithm. For each object the tree

is traversed starting from the root and corresponding potential function contributions

are gathered from interacting objects. The Barnes-Hut algorithm is based on the idea

of approximating the long-range forces by aggregating objects distant enough into one

object, with the position equal to the center of mass of corresponding objects, and the

mass equal to the sum of masses. The decision is made based on the size of the cube

(D(C(n)) coressponding to the specified tree node n and the distance r from the object

to the center of mass of the cube. The algorithm for computing the potential function

over all objects can be formulated with the use of two procedures schematically shown

in Algorithm 10 and 11.

Scheme 10 TreePotential
1: n = root
2: for i = 1→ NC do
3: ObjectPotential(i,n)
4: end for
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Scheme 11 ObjectPotential(i,n)

1: F = 0
2: if n is a leaf then
3: F = potential computed directly
4: else
5: r = distance from object i to the center of mass of objects in node n
6: if D(C(n))

r < θ then
7: compute F directly using the approximation
8: else
9: for all children c of n do

10: F = F + ObjectPotential(i,c)
11: end for
12: end if
13: end if
14: V (ci) = F

The TreePotential procedure is a driving routine which computes the potential for every

object in the system. As it was described before the tree is traversed starting from the

root for each object by calling the ObjectPotential procedure. In the case of the cellular

colonies dynamics model described in this work the conditional statement in line 7 of the

ObjectPotential procedure should be modified since we are considering only the finite

neighbourhood for each cell. The condition should be replaced by checking whether

the correspoding cube intersects with the cell neighbourhood. If this condition is not

satisfied the execution of the ObjectPotential procedure should be stopped by calling a

return statement.



Appendix B

SPH method

The SPH method is based on the idea that the physical quantity of a given discrete

object in the system can be computed by summing appropriate quantities of all objects

that lie in the neighbourhood. The contributions of each object are weighted according

to the distance and density. Mathematically this is done by introducing the so called

kernel function which defines a region of influence for each object. The kernel is usually

defined as a function W (~p − ~pci , h), where ~pci is the location of object ci and h is the

value that definies the diameter of the region of influence for this object. Kernel function

W has its maximum for ~p = ~pci and falls off smoothly to zero with distance from ~pci .

Additionally the kernel function has the following two properties:∫
V
W (~p− ~pci , h)d ~pci = 1

lim
h→0

W (~p− ~pci , h) = δ(~p− ~pci)

Suppose that we have a function V (~p) defined at every position in space. We can define

the convolution of A(~p) with the kernel W (~p− ~pci , h) as:

Ṽ (~p) =

∫
V
V (~t)W (~p− ~t, h)d~t

The convolution operation, defined in this way, has an effect of smoothing or blurring

of the V (~p) function. In the SPH method the right hand side integral is replaced by a

discrete expansion over objects:

Ṽ (~p) '
∑

i=1,NC

mci

ρci
V ( ~pci)W (~p− ~pci , h) (B.1)
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Here we assume that each of the objects has its own density ρci and mass mci . V ( ~pci) is

the value of the V function for object ci. Moreover if we set V (p) = ρ(p) then we obtain

a formula which approximates the density function ρ(p)for each position ~p in space:

ρ̃(~p) '
∑

i=1,NC

mciW (~p− ~pci , h)

Please note, that this density can be efficiently computed simultaneously with the po-

tential function.

The two most often used kernel functions are the Gaussian function and cubic splines.

Unlike the Gaussian function the spline based kernels have the property of finite region

of influence since the values of the kernel for objects further away than a distance of

h are exactly zero. The usage of the cubic spline kernels increases the efficiency of the

SPH method significantly. In this work we propose to use two different spline based

kernels formulated below.

The kernel function used in our model was originally proposed in [94].

W (r, h) =
8

πh3


1− 6( rh)2 + 6( rh)3, 0 ≤ r

h ≤ 0.5

2(1− r
h)3, 0.5 ≤ r

h ≤ 1

0, r
h > 1

In our model cell motion is driven by the gradient of the potential function defined in

Equation B.1. Lets define the derivative of the smooth function Ṽ (~p):

∇Ṽ (~p) '
∑

i=1,NC

mci

ρci
V ( ~pci)∇W (~p− ~pci , h) (B.2)

The gradient of the kernel function can easilly be computed. For r = ~p− ~pci the derivative

can be formulated as follows:

∇W (r, h) =
48

πh4
r̂


−2 rh + 3( rh)2, 0 ≤ r

h ≤ 0.5

−(1− r
h)2, 0.5 ≤ r

h ≤ 1

0, r
h > 1

where

r̂ =
~p− ~pci
|~p− ~pci |

.
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